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.\bstract 
The proposed ~ystcm to he dc-.doped 1 a \\eb application llfllotcl \lana~cmem 
Information System TI1e target users mclude guests and :-,tatl~ of the hotel. Thereb~ 
th1s system does not only serve as a reservation system but abo mcorporates 
admmistration module as well. 
With online reservation system guest will be in control of the reservation process 
from the beginning until the end. Besides, they can make reservation anytime they 
want with conditions they have Internet access. While for the administrators, they 
can log on to the system and achieve hotel's database and perform analysis on the 
data stored. This function can help them to decide hotel's future marketing strategy 
and attract customer attention by knowing their preferences. 
For th1s project. I would follow the waterfall methodology because waterfall model 
IS used 1fthc problem 1s very well understood: lmear sequence of steps that progress 
from start to fimsh without rev1s11ing any previous step therefore thts methodology 
ts suitable for system where ueration 1s not necessary. 
In terms of system development. 1 proposed to use .NET technology form Microsoft 
which is ASP.NET and using Microsoft VisuaJ Studio.NET as the web application 
development tool. Besides that I proposed to use SQL Server 2000 for database 
management. 
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Chapter One Introduction 
1.0 Background to Project 
The hotel industry is one of the oldest service industries known to mankind. Hotel can 
be defined as an establishment held out by proprietor as offering food, drink and if so 
required, sleeping accommodation, without special contract. to any traveler presenting 
himself who appears able and willing to pay a reasonable sum for the services and 
facilities provided and who is in fit state to be received. 
To make the stay of guests at a hotel an enjoyable and memorable experience, effictency 
and control is of utmost important Efficiency and control will make the guests return to 
the hotel time and again. 
In today 's competitive world, information about business at fingertips is the key of 
success. Hotels today need a reliable and professional information system which 
provides key information for day to day operations to maintain high level and quality of 
guest services that travelers world over have started expecting of hospitality industry. 
Besides, it is also essential to achieve treasure-trove of information accumulated over a 
period of time to analyze the past trends so that hoteliers can accurately forecast the 
future. 
1.1 Project Overview 
This project aims at developing a web application that contains features of Front Office 
system and System Administration for medium size hotel. In Front Office system, this 
project proposed to handle major aspects of the reservation process and System 
Admrmstration would create 'user profiles' to assoctate opttons accessible to a group of 
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users. This System Admmtstratton wouJd defme users of the system who are managers 
in the h..>tel and system Will assign their passwords, define the extent of access, associate 
·user profile' to them. 
1.2 Objectives of Project 
This project attempts to build the framework for a Hotel Management Information 
System .The design 1 propose is technologically driven. Therefore, it is only suitable for 
hotel, which the marginal cost of providing a service via technology is less than the 
marginal cost of providing an equivalent service via non-technological means To be 
realistic, this project will focus on the needs of an actual commercial entity. 
Specifically, the proposed system includes two main modules stated below: 
i.Online reservation module 
This module enable guests to make room reservation via an online apphcation at the 
convenience of their Internet access .For example, it includes an availability check 
function which allows visitors to check the available rooms during their intended date of 
stay through the site itself etc. In short, I propose this module should be able to handle 
major aspects of reservation process. 
ii Administration module 
Administration module includes two basic actions, which is the password and login 
requirement and manipulation of data. Administrators are able to make analysis such as 
the customer preferences from the database and generate relevant report that can be 
further refine quality of the hotel services. This is due to managers need summary 
information from which they can analyze trends that affect the hotel operation They 
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need to find the crittcaJ factors affecnng the success of the hotel and bow best to adjust 
those factors to improve the success of the hotel. 
Though I only mentioned above two modules for the scope of this project, there are a 
few other modules that closely related to these two main modules in order to support 
them. These modules are front desk, profile and guest history, reception, cashiering. 
1.3 Scope of the Project 
Several considerations have to be made during the implementation of application in this 
project, this ts due to it is impossible to develop whole Front Office system and System 
Admmistration which demands a great deal of resources and time. Therefore, this 
project including online reservation module from Front Office system and 
administration module from System Administration under Hotel Management 
Information system. 
The following is not covered m this project: 
Housekeeping module, which responsible for maintenance and upkeep of room, 
Materials Management and Distribution module which takes care of materials and their 
proper distributions, Food and Beverage module and Banqueting module which takes 
care of large gathering and functions. 
1.4 Importance of Project 
This proposed system intend to maximize the organization profit and open up new 
market by possessing online reservation service. This project attempts to include front-
end system features that easy to learn and use. Bestdes, front office system factlttates the 
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avatlabtlH) of enough information for the administrator of higher management level to 
make a~:curate and timely decision. 
l.S Definitions 
Front ofr.ce system includes following parameters: 
Setting up common codes for Guest Attributes, Corporate Policies, Sales Classifications, 
Hotel Facilities, Room Attributes, Sales and Marketing Codes etc. 
Online reservation 
Reservation simplifies tasks of making a reservation by providing a real-time online 
information on room availability. 
House Keeping 
The Housekeeping module seamlessly integrates with the core modules updating the 
room availability status on-line. 
Main Cashier 
Cashiering module provides a comprehensive range of functions to handle Posting of 
Checks & Room Charges, Advances, Receipts, Refunds, Discounts, etc. 
Night Audit 
Night Audit module allows the Night Auditor to check all revenues and collection 
postings to ensure accuracy and completeness of transactions. 
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Sales & Marketing 
SaJes & Marketing module maintains corporate customer details, quotation and speciaJ 
services offered. 
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Chapter Two Literature Review 
2.0 Review of Literature 
This chapter will descnbe in detail the various studies and research done on the topics of 
existing online room reservation and hotel management system and collect information 
that includes e-commerce, via Internet, and involves tremendous so(hvare and 
technologies. It is the objective of this section to find out systematically all those studies 
and surveys because it will influence my decision upon selection of tools and 
development methods of this project, in addition, this literature review also facilitate 
better understanding of the procedures and functions needed. 
2. I Role of Literature Review 
The purpose of literature review is to organize current knowledge on an issue that relates 
to the topic of research. Literature review is an important process in a system 
development and it provides the necessary background information and thus literature 
review acts as a base to begin a research .At this crucial stage, ftndings, summary, 
analysis of the system will be done . This is to ensure the thorough understanding of the 
components that make up the system and the system itself. Thus, I can find the most 
suitable software and tools to use. 
2.2 Approaches to Literature Review 
In order to accomplish literature review, 1 have to search for relevant information from 
various resources related to my study before I summarized, mterpreted and evaluated 
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them. Bas1cally, each source will y1eld d1fferent mformation and facts and u depends on 
how tbe search was done. 
For this projec~ I used a few approaches listed below: 
a. The Internet is the major source of information for this project and information were 
gathered from various sites such as software to be used to develop this project, 
information about development tools, information on various programming concept, 
examples of reservation web sites. The search engine used to gather all this information 
includes Yahoo search, Altavista search, MSN search, Google search, etc. Example of 
keywords that I used to search the relevant information including: 
hotel management system + system design, hotel reservation system + methodology, 
system development life cycle + hotel management system, SQL server 2000, 
ASP.NET, etc. 
b. Books, e-book, and others were read to get more mformation on tourism, hotel 
management concept and various information on programming tools and concept. 
2.3 Findings 
2.3.1 Electronic Commerce 
2.3.1.1 Introduction and Advantages ofE-Commerce 
Electronic commerce or e-commerce, the exchange of goods and services by means of 
the Internet or other computer networks. E-commerce folJows the same basic principles 
as traditional commerce -that is, buyers and sellers come together to exchange goods for 
money But rather than conducting business in the traditional way ,in e-commerce 
buyers and sellers transact business over networked computers. 
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E-commerce offers customers convenience. They can visu the World Wtde Web sites of 
multiple vendors 24 hours a day and seven days a week to compare prices and make 
purchases, without having to leave their homes or offices. 
For sellers, e-commerce offers a way to cut costs and expand their markets. They do not 
need to build office, staff, maintain a store or print and distnbute mail order catalogs. 
Automated order tracking and billing systems cut additional labor costs, and if the 
product or service can be download, e-commerce finns have no distribution costs. 
Because they sell over the global Internet, seUers have the potential to market their 
products or services globally and are not limited by the physical location of a store. 
Internet technologies also penn it sellers to track the interests and preferences of their 
customers with the customer's permission and then use'this information to build an 
ongoing relationship with the customer by customizing products and semces to meet the 
customer's needs. 
2.3.1.2 Types of E-Commerce 
A variety of businesses are conducted online, including retail businesses that sell 
products to consumers, service providers that sell services to consumers, auctioneers that 
create a marketplace for products and services , and business to business commerce. 
Retail transactions make up the largest part of e-commerce . This project can be 
categorized in the Service Transactions type of e-commerce. 
2.3.1.3 Disadvantages of E-Commerce 
Consumers are reluctant to buy some products online, because they cannot feel the 
products or servtces Many people also consider shopping an enJOyable soctal 
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experience that cannot duplicate through online transaction Consumers also need to be 
reasswed that credit card transactions are secure and that thear privacy is protected. 
2.3.1.4 E-Commerce Issues 
a.)Security 
Due to security is a top concern for many web shoppers; merchants should make 
reasonable efforts to ensure the security of consumers transaction information. 
Furthennore, these measure should be consistent with current industry standards and 
should include the use of password protected access, encryption or similar technology to 
protect information about the consumer and the transaction. Besides that, merchant 
should adopt policies that are consistent with existing industry standards and legal 
requirements. Security risks can include distortion of data, or broadcastmg of data. All 
these cost money 10 terms of data recovery and goodwill recovery GeneraJiy, the 
concern on the web security is unfounded. Most web store owners offer Secure Socket 
Layer service so that information cannot be interpreted by cyber-hackers. Another 
security protocol, Security Electronic Transaction is also commonly used throughout the 
world. In fact, there are two widely known security protocols each providing a security 
way to make payment over the Internet, thus enhancing security on the net. 
b. )Encryption 
Computer based encryption using personal computer is capable of becoming sufficiently 
secure to prevent unauthorized access. However, the ability to encrypt messages is 
presently restricted by the requirements of nation states to have access to all wntten 
communications. Any company establishing system, which cannot be broken by nations 
security services, is therefore subject to prosecut1on . 
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This inev1tably limits the efficiency of encrypoon A protected legal wrangle 1s gomg on 
between RSA Data and the US government is rival digital signature technology clipper 
.A number of software companies are presently developing encryption software, some of 
which are based on patented algorithms developed by RSA. Encryption has been 
become a key element in discussions concerning commerce on the Internet. Public - key 
cryptography, for example, makes it possible to ' sign • documents so that two recipients 
can assure that the source of the message is authentic as well as to ' seal' a document, 
ensuring that no one except for the recipient can open it. Encryption facilitates services 
that require privacy, such as home banking and electronic money transfer between 
businesses. 
2.3.2 Review of Existing System 
2.3.2.1 Manual system 
Tradjtionally, manual room reservation systems are used to make room bookings and 
keep simple updates on the avMlability of rooms. All inventory and transactions are 
done manually by a front desk assistant or a receptionist. Manual system puts great 
emphasis on the filing system in order to keep a fairly manageable record. However, 
manual maintenance proved to be tedious, difficult, time consuming and thus prone to 
human errors .For example, if a hotel owner wants to find out the hotel's peak seasons, 
he will have to manually go through hundreds and hundreds of records of dMly 
reservations for the past few years, just to collect enough data for an appropriate 
analysis Easily be seen, there are some disadvantages of the manual system. The 
fo llowing are the drawbacks highlighted. 
a Difficulty and time consuming 1n determining room availabil ity. 
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b. Records kept are vulnerable to catastrophe. 
c. Tend to occur human errors . 
d. Unauthorized persons can easily modify records for their personal gain where 
security is a controversial issue. 
2.3.2.2 Computerized System 
The computerized system became popular system among small-medium scale hotels 
after being introduced. A computerized room reservation system combines the 
convenience of the computer features and facilitates administrator who wilt administer 
the transaction and room availability. This system enables room availability control to be 
done easily if the system is powerful enough to detect the number of rooms that is 
occupied, booked or available. Each transaction done will be recorded into the database 
to enable the hotel administrator to keep track of every successful transaction performed. 
Furthermore, the database will be able to make immediate update of completed 
transactions .This ensures that inventory are always up to date and thus reduce the hassle 
of retrieving data and cuts down processing cost of manual work at the same time . 
Anyhow, human errors would still occur even if it would be Jess compared to manual 
reservation system. There might still be occurrence of untidy number of availability and 
booked rooms physically compared to as recorded in the system itself. 
Besides, security is another issue of concern .If the system is not designed to prevent 
unauthorized access, some employees might take the opportunity to do illegal changes to 
the system. In order to prevent this phenomenon, a cons•derable amount of control 
should be possessed by the system. 
II 
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2.3.2.3 Current Online Reservation System 
We have stepped into the new mtllennium and informatton technology era , online hotel 
room reservation system are now a common sight in the Internet world .Furthermore, 
Malaysia as a beautiful country with a great potential in tourism industry serves as a 
place for hoteliers to extend their carrier. Current onJine reservation system prone to be 
user friendly, interactive, attractive and high in credibility. These features are essential to 
make a customer confidence with the system and thus the hotel itself. 
Followings are the studies for existing web sites by two prestigious hotels in Kuala 
Lumpur that provide online reservation service: 
i) JW Marriott, Kuala Lumpur 
JW Marriott's reservation system divides the reservation process into six steps Firstly, 
the system reqUJre customers to enter their check-in and check-out date before they able 
to check for room avai1abiltty and rates. Next , types of rooms that are available will be 
shown to the guest together with the room rate and description for each room type. 
Guests then select the type of room they want and subsequently given option to select 
their accessibility preferences such as bed type, non-smoking room etc. 
Next, system will notify customer to review the reservation information on the room 
type and preferences. Customers are not allowed to book a room without submitting 
valid credit card information. Eventually, if the credit card information submitted is 
valid, system will generate a confirmation note showing guests their personal details and 
request conflfTllation of the ~ubmitted details. 
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.JW Mantott Hotel Kuala Lumpur 
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 
Check_.. Date: I July. 2002 
Check-out Oatt: I July. 2002 
Number of Guests: fiJI 
Marnott Rewards Number 
Enter your Mamott Rewards number to eam p01nts or mtles 
at partictpating Mamott Rewards hotels 
For spectal rates, check tht appropnlle box or enter the 
grouplpromottonat codt below (Proof or eligobillly requontd 
unnn rh-.r\f. ,n'\ 
Figure 2.1 : Interface of Hotel JW Marriott for reservation 
ii) Mandarin Oriental, Kuala Lumpur 
As normal, before making reservation, guests will have to check room availability 
according to their date of the arrival and departure. Room rates and room type are 
available to choose at the following procedure. Available rooms will be shown and 
guests are required to submit information required by the hotel such as guest's personal 
particulars and credit card number. Guests are not allowed to book a room without 
submitting valid credit card information. Guests only need to submit their particular 
once and consequent reservation require guests to login to the system using their email 
address and password. Every time a reservation is made their particulars will be shown 
for validation and amendmertts purposes. In addition, the amend reservation function is 
provided to allow the guests to modify or rectify wrong data by entering their email 
address and confirmation number 
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• 
Mandarin Ori~ntal 
Kuala Lumpur 
Check Avllilabillty 
A.'Th'al 12002. Juty 
Oep~rtur'! 12002 · .)liy 
.A.dults fiB Ch~dren folJ 
( O..C:l A'fOIIoblily) 
ol~< "ote>s 
To cane'! or modify an eJISI!n9 reservation mide on maodannoneotal com pluse chck ttle amend 
reservat1on button 
(A~ ReMI'IOtlon) 
IAlilllid R-*iiJ 
Be tore 'fOIJ ""*""' YfNI ,~ 1>1\d PtO<Yoel del~. p~ee;se t\W•~• •-" our ~Y polttt:f lind !tall nrl!cr· 
hotel el • gl&nee 
loc•tlon guide 
,•, 
.. 
photo gellery 
Figure 2.2: Interface of Hotel Mandarin Oriental for reservation. 
2.3.2.4 Current Hotel Software 
i) Ftesta Hotel Management Software 
pt~ 
't5 d 
Figure 2.3: Logo Fiesta 
Fiesta has been designed as a one-stop solution for the hospitality industry. Able to fit 
the needs of hotels from small, independently managed hotels to large chain hotels, 
Fiesta is an integrated enterprise software utilizing the intuitive Windows GUI interface. 
Fiesta's highly parameterized set-up simplifies customization requirements and reduces 
implementation cycle. Furthermore, this allows emulation of hotels' workflow to a large 
degree, thus contributing to improved efficiency and productivtty. 
Fiesta ts organized around an Operational Management and Busmess Office 
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Management model and 1s complemented by a comprehensive online inquiries and 
repo~ wtuch covers all the management and decision support information needs of a 
hotel operation. 
ii) Hotellinx Hotel Software 
Figure 2.4: Logo Hotellinx 
Hotellinx allows to work in a fast, flexible and cost effective manner. 
The Windows environment gives Hotellinx the advantage of user friendly graphical 
screen displays. innovative customer mteraction and stream-lined system functions. 
Hotellinx can be modified according to the user's requirements. A beginner will find all 
functions set out in clear menus. a more advanced user may take advantage of time-
saving shortcut selections. Hotellinx has full on~line help~ facilities and comes wtth an 
extensive manual. 
Hotellinx also includes the marketing software, an effective sales tool integrated with the 
hotel management programs and, a point~of~sales module for goods sold at front desk 
reception or for posting items onto a guest bill. Hotellinx is specifically designed for 
Windows, versatile and in its own class also when it comes to functionality and support. 
2.3.3 Software and Technology 
This section illustrates software and technology taken into my consideration when 
building the system. The main areas of research are system architecture, platform, web 
languages technology and database management system 
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2.3.3.1 System Architecture 
2.3.3.1.1 Client I Server Architecture 
The client /server software architecture is a versatile, message-based and modular 
infrastructure that is intended to improve usability, flexibility, interoperability, and 
scalability as compared to centralized, mainframe. time sharing computing. 
A client is defined as a requester of services and a server is defined as the provider of 
services. A single machine can be both a client and a server depending on the software 
configuration. 
This approach introduced a database server to replace the file server. Using a relational 
database management system (DBMS), user queries could be answered directly. The 
client/server architecture reduced network traffic by providing a query response rather 
than total file transfer. It improves multi-user updatang through a GU1 front end to a 
shared database. In client/server architectures, Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) or 
standard query language (SQL) statements are typically used to communicate between 
the client and server. 
2.3.3.1.2 Two Tier Architecture 
With two tier client/server architectures the user system interface is usually located in 
the user's desktop environment and the database management services are usually in a 
server that is a more powerful machine that services many clients. Processing 
management is split between the user system interface environment and the database 
management server environment. The database management server provides stored 
procedures and tnggers. 
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The two-tter chent/server architecture is a good solution for distributed computing when 
work groups are defined as a dozen to 100 people interacting on a LAN stmultaneously. 
It does have a number of limitations. When the number of users exceeds I 00, 
performance begins to deteriorate. This limitation is a result of the server maintaining a 
connection via "keep-alive" messages with each client, even when no work is being 
done. A second limitation of the two tier architecture is that implementation of 
processing management services using vendor proprietary database procedures restricts 
flexibility and choice of DBMS for applications. Finally, current implementations of the 
two-tier architecture provide limited flexibility in moving (repartitioning) program 
functionality from one server to another without manually regenerating procedural code. 
2.3.3.2 Platform 
A computer's "platform" ts the basic manufacturer hardware and operating system 
that runs the various computer programs or "applications." On the other hand, when 
a computer is turned on it searches for instructions in its memory. These instructions 
tell the computer how to start up. Usually, one of the first sets of these instructions is 
a special program called the operating system ,which is the software that makes the 
computer work .It prompts the user ( or other machines ) for input and commands , 
reports the results of these commands and other operations , stores and manages data 
, and controls the sequence of tile software and hardware action . When the user 
req\iests that a program run , the operating system load s the program in the 
computer 's memory and runs the program . Popular operating systems, such as 
Microsoft Wmdows and the Macintosh system (Mac OS), have graphtcal user 
interfaces (GUis)-that use tiny ptctures, or 1cons, to represent vanous files and 
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commands. To access these files or commands .the user clicks the mouse on the icon 
or pres..es a combination of keys on the keyboard. Some operation systems allow the 
user to carry out these tasks via voice, touch , or other input methods. 
2.3.3.2.1 Windows 2000 Advanced Server 
Windows 2000 Advanced Server includes all the new features of W mdows 2000 
Server, and in addition offers enhanced memory support, support for additional 
processors and clustering. 
Enhanced memory and processor support means server applications can run faster, 
providing better response for users on the network. This memory support can be 
done using Enterprise Memory Architecture (EMA), it can run applications that take 
advantage of large amounts of physical memory on Windows 2000 Advanced Server 
.EMA supports two types of memory enhancement: application memory tuning also 
known as 4-gigabyte tuning, and Physical Address Extension (PAE) X86. 
Windows Clustering is a feature of Windows 2000 Advanced Server that provides 
multiple clustering technologies. Network Load Balancing is one of the featur:e 
comprise Windows Clustering, by using Network Load Balancing to build a server 
cluster, user can l.}nbance the availability of Internet server programs such as those 
used on Web, proxy, Domain Name Service (DNS), FfP, virtual private network 
(VPN), and streaming media servers. At the same time, Network Load Balancmg can 
help user to scale server's performance to keep up with the ever-increasing demands 
of your Internet-based clients. 
Windows 2000 Advanced Server has various functions such as File server, Print 
server, Internet server, Multimedia server, Application server, development support, 
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networking and commumcanons It also takes care of server reliability, avatlability. 
scalabiltty and secunty. 
2.3.3.3 Web Application Languages 
2.3.3.3.1 Hypertext Markup Languages (HTML) 
Hypertext means text stored in electronic fonn with cross reference link between pages 
.HTML is a set of commands that get mixed in with text to describe how a Web page 
should appear. These commands are called tags .HTML pages are the standard interface 
to the Internet. They may include animated graphics, sotmd and video, complete 
interactive programs, and text Millions of Web pages are retrieved each day from 
thousands of Web server computer around the world. 
There are two basic approaches to making an HTML page: one can type out the text and 
HTML commands with a text editor , or one can use graphical software that generates 
the HTML commands . 
2.3.3.3.2 Extensible Markup Language (XML) 
XML, the eXtensible Markup Language, is not actually a language in its own right . It is 
a metalanguage used to construct other languages. XML is used to create structured, 
self-describing documents that conform to a set of rules created for each specific 
language. XML provides the basis for a wide variety of industry and discipline specific 
languages. 
XML consists of both markup and content. Markup also referred to as tags, descnbes the 
content represented in the docwnent. This flexible representation of data allows user to 
easily send and receive data, and transform data from one fonnat to another The uses of 
XML are rapidly expandmg, thetr usage can be seen m E-busmess related mformatton 
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such as pricing, inventory and transaction are represented m XML and transferred over 
the Internet using open standards and protocols. 
Each XML language defines its own grammar, a specific set of rules governing the 
content and structure of documents written in that language. Since each language must 
fulfill this grammatical requirement, XML provides facilities for generically 
documenting the correct grammar of any derived language. Any XML parser can 
vaJidate the structure of any XML document, given the rules of its language. 
Using XML as a common base for higher -level language enables the interchange of 
data between software components, systems and enterprises. Parsing and translation 
tools written to handle any type of XML-based data can be employed to create and 
manipulate data in a uniform way, regardless of each document's semantic meaning 
2.3.3.4 Web Technology 
2.3.3.4.1 .NET Technology 
The Microsoft® .NET Framework is the infrastructure for the overall.NET Platform. 
The common language runtime and class libraries (including Microsoft Windows® 
Forms, ADO. NET, and ASP.NET} combine to provide services and solutions that can be 
easily integrated within and across a variety of systems. 
The .NET Framework provides a fuJly managed, protected. and feature-rich application 
execution environment, simplified development and deployment, and searnJess 
integration with a wide variety of languages. 
The NET Framework is a collection of services and classes. It exists as a layer between 
the apphcat10ns you wnte and the underlying operating system. This is a powerful 
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concept. The NET Framework need not be a Windows-only solution. The NET 
FrameNork could be moved to any operating system, meaning your .NET applications 
could be run on any operating system hosting the .NET Framework. 
In addition, the .NET Framework is exciting because it encapsulates much of the 
basic functionality that used to have to be built into various programming languages. 
The .NET Framework has the code that makes Windows Forms work, so any language 
can use the built-in code in order to create and use standard Windows forms. 
In addition, Web Forms are part of the framework, so any .NET language could be 
used to create Web Applications. Additionally, this means that various programming 
elements will be the same across all languages~ a Long data type will be the same 
size in all NET languages. This is even more important when rt comes to strings and 
arrays. 
2.3.3.4.2 ASP.NET 
ASP.NET is a set of technologies in the Microsoft .NET Framework for building Web 
applications and XML Web Services.ASP.NET pages execute on the server and generate 
markup such as HTML, WML or XML that is sent to a desktop or mobile browser. 
ASP.NET pages use a compiled, event -driven programming model that improves 
performance and enables the separation of application logic and user interface. 
ASP.NET pages and ASP.NET XML Web Services files contain server-side logic 
written in Visual Basic.NET,C#.NET, or any .NET compatible language . Web 
applications and XML Web Servrces take advantage of the features of the common 
language runtime, such as type safety, inheritance, language interopcrability , vcrsroning 
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, and integrated security ASP.NET includes data access components that make 1t eas1er 
thane er for to design sites that allow users to interact with databases through Web 
pages. 
ASP.NET provides a number ofbuilt-in performance enhancements that are not 
included in earlier versions of ASP. For example, instead of interpreting page code as is 
done in ASP, ASP.NET pages are dynamically compiled the first time they are requested 
using the common language runtime (CLR) just-in-time (TIT) compilation feature that 
converts ASP. NET managed page code into the native code of the processing server at 
run time. 
Client-Server Interaction 
ASP.NET applications are a mixture of client side markup and code, and server 
side processing. When an ASP.NET Web form page IS downloaded to the VISitor's 
Web browser, additional code IS included to previous ASP versiOns. This extra 
codes enable ncher form functionality, including server and client side events, 
validation, and the ability to maintain form value state. The server determines the 
visitor's browser type and sends markup to match the browser's abilities. 
Some client interactions will be dealt with within the visitor's browser, while 
others will requil e information to be posted to the server for processing and the 
altered page returned. 
As form responses are received, the form values are maintained in a new facility of 
ASP.NET "State Bags" and are compressed into a hidden form element containing the 
page "Yiewstate". Th1s allows the form elements that the VISitor 
has mteracted w1th to maintain the same values as when the page was subm1tted. 
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As illustrated. the browser can request mfonnation from and send mformation to the 
server using two HTTP methods, GET and POST GET is simply the method in which 
the browser compiles a URL.A typical URL in this context will consist of a protocol, for 
example, HTTP for hypertext or FTP for file transfer, a fully qualified domain name, 
foUowed by a path, and then the page to GET. 
When a browser sends information using the POST method, the parameters 
are compiled in the same way but sent separately in·the HTTP header, and so are 
not seen in the URL portion ofthe browser like GET requests are. Forms often 
use POST for this very reason. 
Other information goes into the HTTP request. header, such as what browser 
the user is using and so on. As you will see later, your ASP can pick up this 
headerinforrnation and the querystring parameter va lues. 
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Figure 2.5: How the client and server communicate 
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When the server receives thts request, it will find the page that was requested 
using (he path information specified, and the relevant system will process the 
page. In the case of Classic ASP, there was not much to this process, although a 
certain amount of caching happened. With ASP.NET the process is a fair amount more 
involved but provides for much faster processing and delivery . 
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Figure 2.6: The server side compilation and delivery process 
The server will process the ASP.NET page using a special .dll especially for 
ASP.NET.ASP.NET bas a large collection of objects that deal with processing certain 
functions such as the HTTP request, databases, the file system, and forming the 
response. 
When the response is complete, it is flushed back out to the user's browser, usually as 
HTML but not necessarily, and the browser renders this page as it arrives as the page on 
screen. 
2.3.3.5 Web Application Development Tool 
2.3.3.5. I Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 
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Visual Studio NET 1s a complete set of development tools for building ASP Web 
apphc. tions, XML Web services, desk1op applications, and mobtle applications. Visual 
Basic .NET, Visual C-t-+ .NET, and Visual C# .NET all use the same mtegrated 
development environment (IDE), which allows them to share tools and facilitates in the 
creation of mixed-language solutions. In addition, these languages leverage the 
functionality of the .NET Framework, which provides access to key technologies that 
simplify the development of ASP Web applications and XML Web services. 
2.3.3.6 Web Server 
2.3.3.6.1 Internet Information Services (US) 
Internet Information Services (IlS) is the Windows component that makes it easy to 
publish information and bring business applications to the Web. Internet Information 
Services makes it easy to create a strong platform for network applications and 
communications. Come along with Windows 2000 operating system , the Microsoft 
Management Console (MMC) is a generic way of managing all sorts of services, and ts 
often preferred. The beauty ofMMC is that it provides a central interface for 
administrating all sorts of services that are installed on the machine. It is useful to 
administrate liS 
2.3.3. 7 Web Browser 
2.3.3.7.1 Internet Explorer 6 
Internet Explorer IS a product by M1crosoft Corporation. Internet Explorer 6 is a set of 
core technologtes m Windows XP Home Ed1tion and Windows XP Professional, and 1s 
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available to users of Windows 98 ,Windows 98 Second Edition ,Wmdows Millennium 
Edlno.t (Windows Me) ,Windows NT Workstation 4.0, and Windows 2000 Professional 
operation systems. 
~ Web Privacy 
Internet Explorer 6 includes many new and enhanced features to simplify tasks user 
perform each day on the Web, while also helping user to maintain the privacy of user 
personal information . 
~ Flexibility 
With the new innovative browser capabilities including Media Bar, Image toolbar, 
Auto Image resizing and more. user can experience the Web the way user want. 
).- Reliability 
Internet Explorer 6 offers a more stable and error-free browsing experience than ever 
before . New fault collection services help identify potential problems that need to be 
fixed m future updates to Windows Internet technologies 
2.3.3.8 Database Management System 
2.3.3.8.1 SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 features include: 
a)Intemet Integration. 
The SQL Server 2000 database engine includes integrated XML support. It also has 
the scalability, availability, and security features required to operate as the data 
storage component of the largest Web sites The SQL Server 2000 programming 
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model is mtegrated w1th the Wmdows DNA architecture for developmg Web 
applications, and SQL Server 2000 supports features such as English Query and the 
Microsoft Search Service to incorporate user-friendly queries and powerful search 
capabilities in Web applications. 
b)Scalability and Availability. 
The same database engine can be used across platforms ranging from laptop 
computers running Microsoft Windows® 98 through large, multiprocessor servers 
running Microsoft Windows 2000 Data Center Edition. SQL Server 2000 Enterprise 
Edition supports features such as federated servers, indexed views, and large 
memory support that allow it to scale to the performance levels required by the 
largest Web sites. 
c)Enterprise-Level Database Features. 
The SQL Server 2000 relational database engine supports the features required to 
support demanding data processing environments. The database engine protects data 
integrity while minimizing the overhead of managing thousands of users 
concurrently modifying the database. SQL Server 2000 distributed queries allow you 
to reference data from multiple sources as if it were a part of a SQL Server 2000 
database, while at the same time, the distributed transaction support protects the 
integrity of any updates of the distributed data. Replication allows you to also 
maintain multiple copies of data, while ensuring that the separate copies remain 
synchronized. You can replicate a set of data to multiple. mobile, disconnected 
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users, have them work autonomously, and then merge their modifications back to the 
pullisber 
d)Ease of installation, deployment, and use. 
SQL Server 2000 includes a set of administrative and development tools that 
improve upon the process of installing, deploying, managing, and using SQL Server 
across several sites. SQL Server 2000 also supports a standards-based programming 
model integrated with the Windows DNA, making the use of SQL Server databases 
and data warehouses a seamless part of building powerful and scalable systems. 
These features allow you to rapidly deliver SQL Server applications that customers 
can implement with a minimum of installation and administrative overhead. 
e)Data warehousing. 
SQL Server 2000 includes tools for extracting and analyzing summary data for 
online analytical processing. SQL Server also includes tools for VJSually designing 
databases and analyzing data using English-based questions. 
2.4 Summary of Literature 
For conclusion, all the research done was to gather a clearer view on how to develop a 
' 
better system. The information gained covers concept of e-commerce, review of existing 
system which include online reservation system and hotel management software, client 
server architecture, software and technology that suitable to use, including ASP. NET for 
building web application, Microsoft Visual Studio.NET which is web application 
development tool, operating system that suitable for this system which ts Mtcrosoft 
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Windows 2000 Advanced Server. SQL Server 2000 which is database management 
system proposed to use, web server from Microsoft Internet lnformauon Servtce, web 
browser preferred 1s Internet Explorer. 
l.S Relationship to Proposed Project 
This section I would exJ.>lain how some important research done on literature review 
related to objective of this project. 
E-commerce offers customers convenience where they can visit the World Wide Web 
sites of multiple vendors 24 hours a day and seven days a week. This features when 
applied to this project enable potential customer to make online reservation through their 
fingertips without time barrier 
Review existmg system including current online reservation system and hotel 
management software IS to observe good features from others to overcome shortcoming 
from my proposed project. 
In terms of software and technology, the essential part is by using ASP.NET to 
accomplish web application is due to its powerful features even though it is quite new 
compare to other same level technology. Microsoft Visual Studio.Net is web application 
development tool that enable develop ASP .NET application, its multifunctional platform 
is very suitable for this project. 
While in SQL Server 2000, Data Transformation Services (DTS) provides a set of 
services used to build a datc:.t warehouse or data mart. Decision support systems analyze 
data to find trends of Interest to the database users. Online transaction processing 
databases store large numbers of records covering the details of each transactiOn, and 
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online analytical processmg (OLAP) systems aggregate and summarize the information 
to spe ·d analysis of the trends exhib1ted in the data. All this features do help me to 
accomplish administration module in this project 
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Chapter Three Methodology 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the methodology needed to complete this project, reasons for 
choosing the methodology in the system development life cycle. In additio~ this chapter 
also includes proposal of tools to develop the system and why those tools are chosen. A 
detail discussion on the system analysis phase will also be presented here. 
3.1 Project Objectives 
This project attempts to build the framework for a Hotel Management System .The 
design I propose is technologically driven. Therefore, it is only suitable for hotel that 
where the marginal cost of providing a service via technology is less than the marginal 
cost of providing an equivalent service via non-technological means. To be realistic, this 
project will focus on the needs of an actual commercial entity. 
Specifically, the proposed system includes two main modules stated below: 
i.Online reservation module 
This module enable guests to make room reservation via an online application at the 
convenience of their Internet access .For example, it includes an availability check 
function which allows visitors to check the available rooms during their intended date of 
stay through the site itself etc. In short, I propose this module should be able to handle 
major aspects of reservation process. 
ii Administration module 
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Administration module includes two basic actions, 'Y<hich is the password and login 
requirement and manipulation of data Admmistrators are able to make analysis such as 
the customer preferences from the database and generate relevant report that can be 
further improving quality of tb.e hotel services. Therefore, managC?rS need summary 
infonnation from which they can analyze trends that affect the hotel operation. They 
need to find the critical factors affecting the success of the hotel, and how best to adjust 
those factors to improve the success of the hotel. 
3.2 Development Methodology 
Methodology is the science of how the system is developed. There are many types of 
software processing models available in the software engineering field that serve as the 
base for a system methodology .For example, the V model, prototyping model, spiral 
model and the waterfall model are the few more common models in use. 
For this project, the methodology chosen is waterfall model. 
3.2.1 Waterfall Model 
The waterfall model is an approach to developing an information system or software 
product that is characterized by a linear sequence of steps that progress from start to 
finish without revisiting any previous step. The waterfall model is one of the oldest 
systems development models and is still probably the most commonly used. 
In general, these are the steps: 
1. The existing system is evaluated. Deficiencies are identified. 
2. The new system requtrements are defined In particular, the defictenctes in the 
existing system must be addressed with specific proposals for tmprovcment. 
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3. The proposed system is designed. Plans are to be laid out concerning the physicaJ 
construction, hardware, operating systems, programming, communications, and security 
tssues. 
4. The new system is developed. The new components and programs must be obtained 
and installed. Users of the system must be trained in its use, and all aspects of 
performance must be tested. If necessary, adjustments must be made at this stage. 
5. The system is put into use. This can be done in various ways. The new system can 
phase in, according to application or location, and the old system gradually replaced. In 
some cases, it may be more cost-effective to shut down the old system and imp!~ment 
the new system all at once. 
6. Once the new system is up and running for a while, it should be exhaustively 
evaluated. Maintenance must be kept up rigorously at aU times. Users of the system 
should be kept up-to-date concerning the latest modifications and procedures. 
Critics of the waterfall model say that it doesn't allow sufficiently for error discovery 
and redesign. Besides, waterfall model can't get feedback from customer until whole 
process is complete. 
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Figure 3.1 : The Waterfall Model 
3.3 Rationale for Proposed Methodology 
The waterfall model was chosen as the development methodology as it has distinct 
features and advantages, which are suitable and relevant to my proposed system. 
Rationale: 
Waterfall model is used if the problem is very well understood. 
For this project, the objectives and the requirements are clear. Furthermore, researches 
and information tound through Internet and books give a well definition of the problems 
that may occur throughout the way and thus suitable solutions have been recognized. 
Iteration is not necessary 
There is not need to use prototype model, V model and the spiral model, which involves 
frequent iterations for discovering the requirements and possible risks of the system. 
Thts ts due to thoughtful details about the system is full understood 
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Besides, thiS project has the limitation which only one person mvolves in system 
development. Therefore, it is impractical to have frequent iterations as suggested by the 
prototyping model. 
Greater visibility 
Waterfall Model is well-defmed development process in which one phase has to be 
finished before the next phase. The model is very simple to use. Good visibility and 
distinct phases in the waterfall model enable easy generation of documentation as each 
activity produces some deliverables. 
3.4 Requirement Analysis 
Requirement analysis enables the system engineer to specify software elements, and 
establishes design constraints that software must meet. A complete understanding of 
software requirement is essential to the success of a software development effort 
Requirement describes the behaviors and activities of a system, such as its react1on to 
input and the state of each entity before and after an activity occurs. There are two types 
of requirements, which are functional requirement and nonfunctional requirement. 
3.4.1 Functional Requirement 
Online reservation module 
• AJlow guests to make reservation for a given set of dates 
• Allow guests to modify reservation 
• Allow guests to cancel reservation 
• Allow guests obtam information about hotel and room 
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• Allow guests to view room availability before booking 
• Deliver confrrmation messages for room booking 
Administration module 
• Allow authorized users to view hotel database infonnatioo 
• Allow authorized users to make analysis base on database information 
• Allow authorized users to view and generate reports 
• Allow authorized users to customize reports 
General information module 
• Display information on the hote~ such as facilities offered, packages, 
accommodation, etc. 
3.4.2 Nonfunctional Requirement 
a. Robustness 
Robustness refers to the ability of the system to continue operation despite encounter 
unexpected problems. This system should be able to precede unanticipated errors by 
having validation for the input field on the client side before it is sent to the server 
.Similarly, validation must also be performed on the server side so that systematic errors 
do not occur. 
b. Usability 
Usability can be achteved when visttors have a pleasant experience when they visit the 
site. An appropriate user interface and documentations will be incorporated into the site 
to unsure a high level ofusabihty Besides that ,user menu , prompt response ,easy to 
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under<;tand mterfaces and hassle free rcscrvat1on also will help to ach1eve the dcstrcd 
usabllny le\cl 
c. Correctness 
Performance evaluation is the main concern to achieve the desired level of correctness 
.The system ability to fulfill customers' needs and the admmistrator objectives at the 
same time crucial. This system hopes to achieve correctness by carrying out adequate 
researches on related fields, careful planning and implementation. proper coding 
techniques and a thorough system testing. 
d. Speed 
Speed 1<; Important to prov1de an efficient system.Transact1ons should be successfully 
completed within 30 seconds or produce a response wtthm that period of time A proper 
balance m the load between the server and client should be done to avoid unnecessary 
interaction. wh1ch wtll mcrease response t1me. 
e. Learnability 
The operating skills for this system should be easy to learn User should be able to 
proficient musing the system wtthm 2 days of training .In addition, it should be easy for 
vis1tors to understand the site so that optimum utihzat1on of the s1te can be ach1cved. 
f. lnteroperability 
Th1s system should be able to intcract successfully \\lth the other available syc;tcm It 
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common tools, technologies and web languages .Interoperability problems are aimed to 
be kept at its minimum . 
g. Reliability 
Reliability of the system indicates that the system should set out an acceptable failure 
rate, which means that the system should be recoverable within a 24 hours time 
span. While the system is in the downtime, the operation should be recorded manuaUy in 
order to update the database after downtime. 
3.5 Feasibility Studies 
The feasibility study ts used to determine if the project should get the go-ahead. This 
system helped hotelier to open a new market by putting their hotel information in the 
Internet, besides to run their business dynamically/interactively and allowed them take 
decisions more quickly . 
The system has provided a user-friendly interface and followed general interface 
guidelines for web based clients so that they are easy to use and manage. 
The system provides the following benefits: 
• Automated various business processes like booking rooms, view room rates, 
sendmg confirmation, managing customers 
• Smooth and secure transactions between the client and its customers 
• Generating various analysis/what-if reports for qutck dectsion makmg 
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3.6 System Requirements 
This section will descnbe the summary of software and hardware used to develop and 
generate the system beside explain the reason behind each selection decided. 
3.6.1 Software 
3.6.1.1 Server Software Requirement 
Table 3.1: Server Software Requirement 
-
Operating system Microsoft Windows 2000 Advanced Server 
Web Technology ASP.NET 
Web Server Internet Information Server 5 
Web Application Language HTML 
Database Management System Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Web Application Development Microsoft Visual Studio NET 
Tools 
Preferred Web Browser Internet Explorer 
3.6.1.2 Client Software Requirement 
The client software requirement falls on the browser used by users This project prefer 
web browser Internet Explorer 4.0 and above or any other browser that support ActiveX 
and VBScript. 
3.6.2 Hardware 
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3.6.2.1 Server Hardware Requirement 
The minimum hardware specification corresponding to this project : 
Table 3.2: Server hardware requirement 
Computer Processor At least 166 MHz 
Hard Disk Space At least 2Giga Byte of free disk space 
Memory At least 64MB RAM of memory 
3.6.2.2 Client Hardware Requirement 
The client hardware requirements are qu1te minimal as long as it has a reasonable 
amount of RAM and a reasonable quality dial-up connection line. The recommended 
configuration are : 
Table 3.3: Client hardware requirement 
Memory At least 32 MB memory 
-
Dial up connection r-Network connection through existing ·-
network configuration or modem 
3. 7 System Design 
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This section will explain the system design of this project. The process design will be 
illustrated through Structure Chart and Data Flow Diagram (DFD). Besides that, the 
database design, the layout design and the user interface design also included in this 
section. 
3.7.1 Process Design 
3. 7.1.1 System Structure Chart 
Structure chart is a recommended tool for designing a modular, top-down system. A 
structure chart is simply a diagram consisting of rectangular boxes, which represent the 
modules, and connecting arrows. 
The system structure chart is used to depict high level of specified system and describe 
the interaction between mdependent modules of system major function from the mitial 
component part of the structure chart, that broken into several subcomponents. In this 
project, there are two main modules which are online reservation and administration. 
Hotel Management 
Information System 
I 
~ J 
Online Reservation Administrat1on 
Module Module 
Figure 3.2: Structure Chart for Hotel Management InformatiOn System Mam System 
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The Data Flow D1agram IS d1vided mto three parts, wh1ch are the Context Diagram 
,Diagram 0, and the Child Diagram .It is to be mentioned here that certain process are 
not expanded to its respected Child Diagram because the necessary data flow in D1agram 
0 are adequately depicted. 
Table 3.4: Conventions Used in Data Flow Diagram 
S~mbol§ Meanin& 
D Entity 
FlowofData 
- t 
- - Process 
I Data Store 
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.... __..., .... \llitt&---Adllbinlcw _____ ...... "'PP ... 
.. ~~~~~~~-------................ 
Adnillmlb ~ -~~---
"""'" '----~ 
Fiwre 3.5: Context Diawun 
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CutiiD!Mr 
• • A~ 
. 
~ 
....... 
.... 
..... 
I 
~--~~~LW. ~--~~~-+~t-t-------------------­.... 
c.netnt 
• 
L-------------~~a.--~~---------.~~~.u l~f 1--;-.:,..--~-_..,n;::":.,. __ --..~--
1~ '1~~-~------------t 
Figure 3.6: Diagram 0 
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51 
Get New 
ReseNatJon 
Oelatls 
- -
5.2 
_I_ 
5.3 
Receive 
Cuslomer 
Confirmation 
Reservation 
Information 
Figure 3.7: Child Diagram Process 5 
O:,:~b ... ~t: 
~~,~~·tt"'t3'n' q~cv~st 
Re!;ervat•on 
lnfonnauon 
Customer 
l11fonnation 
.,.. 
1lr 
8 1 
.. 
---
Choose 
category ot 
Data 
J .j ,. 
Room 
lnfonnat•oo 
8:.! 
t-- TA!)d ... Mar1•pula 
De~lct 
.. Hotel 
- lnfOfmatiOn 
f7igwc 3.8 . Child D1agram Process 8 
te 
a.J 
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3.7.2 User Interface Design 
a.- Acce--.1&-d.a 
Hoiel Member Los).n 
Pu1WOrd 
I 
Description About Demo Hotel 
I 
·I 
-- ------------ ------------------------------~ Figure 3.9: Hotel Main Page 
It ~our ple-ure to .seJYe ~· F'te~!ure indicete 
the detec of .vow st~. 
Check In Date: 
Number Of Night$ : 
Number Of Rooms : 
Number Of A-dub : 
Number Of Children: 
mm 1 
lr----r=-~ 
,. 
Iii 
lit 
Concel My EHcjtina Aumyatioo 
Amend Aesery§tion 
. . -
.; - -~ . ·. : -" ' 
Figure 3.10: Online Reservation Interface 
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.., J orrn I . . Ff.:: ~ 
I 
WELCOME! 
You have been successfUlly login to 
Aministration Site. 
Pleaae choo•e the following taalt option to help )'OU: 
Figure 3.11 : Validation Page for Administrator 
3. 7.3 Database Design 
Designing a database requires an understanding of both the business functions that want 
to be modeled and the database concepts and features used to represent those business 
functions. 
Therefore, I have figured out the application that I proposed to develop in this project 
falls into two categories of database applications: 
• Online Transaction Processing (OLTP) 
• Decision Support 
Followings are the tables, which represent database objects that contain aJI the data in 
the database: 
Table 3.5: Reservation Information Table 
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Field Name Data Tv~ I 4 Size Description I RES NUM Num Reservation confirmation 
number 
-
CUS_ID Char 50 Customer identification 
RES_DATE Date 50 Reservation date 
CHECKIN DATE Date 50 Check in date 
CHECKOUT_DA TE Date 50 Check out date 
_:_ 
TOTAL ROOM Int 4 Total room 
NUM ADULT Int 4 Number of adult . 
NUM_CHILD i Int 4 Number of Children 
ROOM_TYPE Char 50 Room Type 
ROOM PRE J Char 50 Room Preferences 
RES STATUS Char 50 Status of reservation 
CC_NUM Num 4 Credit card number 
CC NAME Char 50 CredH card • s holder name 
CC EX Date 50 Credit card expiry date 
Thble 3.6: Room Information Table 
Fi~ld Nam~ Dag Tvoe Size Dg£rigljon 
ROOM NUM Num 4 Room number 
ROOM_ TYPE Char 50 Room type 
- -
- --
1-=-- -
ROOM RATE Char 50 Room rate 
ROOM DESC Char 50 Description of room 
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LROOM_STATUS I Char 50 l Statusof room 
Table 3.7: Hotel information Table 
fi~~~m~ Day T:t:~ Size l>escril!ti2D 
HO ID Char 50 Hotel identification 
HO NAME Char 50 Hotel name 
HO ADD Char 50 Hotel address 
. 
HO DESC Char 50 Hotel description 
HO_LOCATION Char ' 50 ,- Hotel location 
Table 3.8: Customer Information Table 
r--- ~ 
- ·-Field Name Data Txl!e Size Description 
CUS_JD Char 50 Customer Identification 
CUS NAME Char 50 Customer name 
CUS_RACE Char 50 Customer race 
CUS_AGE Int 4 Customer age 
CUS ICNUM Num 4 Customer IC number 
CUS GEN Char 50 Customer gender 
CUS NAT Char 50 Customer nationality 
CUS ADD Char 50 Current address 
CITY Char 50 Current city 
- ----- ·-STATE Char 50 Current state 
--POSTCODE Num 4 Current postcode 
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r---
COUNTRY Char 50 Country 
CUS EADD Char 50 Email address 
CUS TEL Num 4 CWTent telephone number 
CUS HTEL Num 4 Current mobile phone number 
CC_NUM Num 4 Credit card number 
RES NUM Num 4 Reservation confirmation number 
Table 3.9: administration Table 
Field Nnme Data Tu~e Size Descril!l!on 
AD_ID Char 4 Administrator identification 
AD_LOGJN Char 50 Administrator login name 
AD PW Char 50 Administrator password 
Table 3.10: Credit Card Information Table 
Field Name Dam T:y~ ~ D~~~riQgon 
CC_NUM Num 4 Credit card number 
CC_EX Date 50 Credit card expiry date 
CC_NAME Char 50 Credit card • s holder name 
CC_TYPE Char 50 Credit card type 
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3.8 Statement of Expected Outcome 
The expectations of the project outcome would be a web application of Hotel 
Management Information System with target users include guests and staffs of the hotel. 
This system expected to enable online hotel reservation to all Internet users and enable 
hotel administrator to achieve hote]>s database and perform analysis on the data stored. 
This function can help them to decide hotel's future marketing strategy and attract 
customer attention by knowing their preferences. 
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Chapter Four System Implementation 
4.0 Introduction 
System implementation is a process that carries out the suggested procedures so that a 
complete system will be produced at the end of it. System implementation does this by 
converting the system requirements and design into program codes. This phase involves 
some review to the previous design. This chapter describes the implementation methods 
used for the system. Focus will be given to the development environment, development 
tools and the development of the various modules in the system. Considerable 
explanation will also be given to the methods, styles and coding techniques used in the 
implementation of this system. 
4.1 System Implementation 
The design must be translated into the form that can be understood by the machine. The 
code generation step performs this task. Hotel Management Information System is 
accomplished with the well and detailed design and coding. System implementation 
consists of the following five steps. 
r-----------------------~ 
Review the program documentation 
Design of the program 
Code the program 
Test the program 
Completing the program 
documentation 
Figure 4.1 :System Implementation 
4.1 System Implementation Process 
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4.2.1 Review The Program Documentation 
Review the program documentation that was prepared during the previous phases. The 
program documentation consists of simple process flow, data dictionary entries and the 
source documentation. This documentation enable me to understand better o the work 
that need to be covered during the coding process. 
4.2.2 Design The Program 
After the program documentation review, the second level, program design, needs to be 
completed during the system implementation. For this level, exactly what the program 
can accomplish decided. This is the process of developing a logical solution to the 
programming problem. The logical solution or logic for a program is a step-by-step 
solution to a programming problem. 
4.2.3 Code The Prognm 
Coding the program is a process of writing the program instruction that implements the 
program design. Design specification must be translated to machine-readable format. 
The coding steps perform this task. If design is performed in detailed manner, coding 
can be accomplished mechanically. 
4.2.4 Test The Prognm 
During the testing program level, the program is processes actual data and produces 
information on which user will be relying on. 
4.2.5 Documentation Of The Program 
Completing the program is essential for the successful operation and maintenance of the 
information system. This documentation includes the system's user manual that may be 
needed by most of the customer as well as the system administrator. 
4.3 Program Coding 
During this phase, the programs are written and user interfaces of Hotel Management 
Information System are developed and database is initialized with data. The design must 
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be translated into a machine--readable fonn. The coding step performs this task. During 
coding, the components built dunng development are put into operational use. The 
system is built according to the original design that was done. 
4.3.1 Coding Approach 
A program technique called top-down, stepwise refinement bas been utilized in this 
system; this is an approach that essential to the development of well - structured 
program. This approach was adapted due to the dependency of the function to login in 
Administration module. Coding performs task, which translates design into a machine-
readable form. If the design performed in a detailed manner, code generation can be 
accomplished in a detailed manner and can be completed mechanistically. 
4.3.2 CodiDg Style 
Coding style is an important attribute of source code and it determines the intelligibility 
of a program. An easy to read source code makes the system easier to maintain and 
enhance. The element of coding style includes internal (source code level) 
documentation, method of data declaration and approach to statement construction. 
The following lists some of the styles used during coding styles. 
a. Code each variable so that it corresponds as closely as possible to a verbal 
description of the substantive hypothesis the variable will be used to test. 
b. Use a consistent style regarding lower and upper case letters 
c. Use variable names that have substantive meaning. 
d. Use appropriate white space in program in a consistent fashion that marks them 
easy to read. 
e. Include comments before each block of code describing the purpose of the code. 
f. Include comments for any line of code if the meaning of the line will not 
unambiguous. 
4.3.3 Coding Documentation 
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Coding documentation begins with the selection of identifier, names, continues with the 
composition of connectivity and end with the organization of the program. Blank line or 
indentation was used so that comment can be readily distinguished from code. 
a. Internal Document 
The internal document contains infoimation directed at someone who will be reading 
the source code of the program. lt ts unportant for a clearer understanding. Internal 
comment provides a clear during the maintenance phase of the system. Comments 
also provide the developer with means of communication with readers of the source 
code. Statement of purposes indicating the function of the module and descriptive 
comment that is embedded within the body of the source code is needed to describe 
processing function. 
b. Naming Convention 
Naming convention provides easy identification for the programmer. The naming 
convention is created with coding consistency and standardization in mind 
c. Modularity 
In order to reduce complexity, facilitate changes result in easier implementation by 
encouraging parallel development of different part of a system. It is measured using 
two qualitative criteria - cohesion and coupling. Software with effective modularity 
is easier to develop because function may be compartmentalized and interfaces are 
simplified. Independent modules are easier to maintain because secondary effects 
caused by design or code modification are limited, error propagation is reduced, and 
reusable modules are possible. 
4.4 Database Connection 
The .NET Framework includes a new data access technology named ADO.NET, an 
evolutionary improvement to ADO. ADO.NET provides consistent access to data 
sources such as Microsoft SQL Server, as well as data sources exposed via OLE DB and 
XML. ADO.NET includes .NET data providers for connecting to a database, executing 
commands, and retrieving results. Those results are either processed directly, or placed 
in an AOO.NET DataSet object in order to be exposed to the user in an ad-hoc manner, 
combined with data from multiple sources, or remoted between tiers. The ADO.NET 
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DataSet object can also be used independently of a .NET data provider to manage data 
local to the application or sourced from XML.T o make a remark, the database bas been 
modified so that the data retrieval performance can be further enhanced and following 
are the database design for Hotel Management Information System after modification. 
Coluam Name Data Type Length 
AD_ID Int 4 
AD_LOGIN Varchar 50 
AD_PW varchar 50 
Table 4.1 Administration Table 
Column Name Data Type Length 
Cus_ID Int 4 
FirstName Varcbar 50 
LastName Varcbar 50 
Age Varchar 50 
Email Varcbar 50 
Tel Varcbar 50 
Address Varcbar 50 
ZipCode Varcbar 50 
City Varcbar 50 
State Varcbar 50 
Country Varcbar 50 
CCHolderName Varchar 50 
CCNumber Varchar 50 
CCExpDate Varchar 50 
CCID Int 4 
RoomReservationiD Int 4 
Table 4.2 Customer Information Table 
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Columu Name Data Type Leagth 
RoomReservationiD Int 4 
Roo miD Int 4 
PackageiD Int 4 ' 
AnivalDate Datetime 8 
Departure Date Datetime 8 
NumberOtRoom Int 4 
NumberOfAdult Int 4 
NumberOfChildren lnt 4 
NumberOtPackage lnt 4 
Table 4.3 Room Reservations Table 
Columu Name Data Type Length 
RoomlD Int 4 
RoomName Varcbar 50 
Table 4.4 Room Information Table 
Columu Name Data Type Leagtla 
PackageiD lot 4 
PackageName Varchar 50 
Table 4.5 Pakcage Information Table 
Column Name Data Type Leagth 
MessagelD int 4 
MessageTitle Varchar 50 
Message Text Text 16 
Table 4.6 Messages Table 
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4.5 Web Page Coding 
The required coding implementation was done using ASP.NET. ASP.NET is a platform 
- including design-time objects and controls and a run-time execution context - for 
developing and running applications on a Web serverASP.NET in tmn is part of the 
.NET Framework, so that it provides access to all of the features of that framework. 
Creating ASP.NET Web applications involves working with many elements used in 
client-server application. These include: 
• Project management features When creating an ASP.NET Web application, 
to keep track of the files needed, which ones need to be compile<L and which 
need to be deployed. 
• User interface Application typically presents information to users; in an 
ASP.NET Web application, the user interface is presented in Web Forms pages, 
which send output to a browser. 
• Data Same with most applications, this system requires some form of data 
access. In ASP. NET Web applications, ADO.NET was used, the data services 
that are part of the .NET Framework. 
• Security, performance, and other infrastructure features As in any 
application, security was needed to prevent unauthorized use, test and debug the 
application, tune its performance, and perform other tasks not directly related to 
the application's primary function. 
Advantages of using ASP.NET can be seen where the entire .NET Framework is 
available to any ASP.NET application. Developers can easily access the benefits of 
these technologies, which include the managed common language runtime environment, 
type safety, inheritance, and so on. 
ASP.NET has been designed to work seamlessly with WYSIWYG HTML editors and 
other programming tools, including Microsoft Visual Studio .NET. Not only does this 
make Web development easier, but it also provides all the benefits that these tools have 
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to offer, including a GUI that developers can use to drop server controls onto a Web 
page and fully integrated debugging support. 
Following is an example of ASP.NET coding which was used to generate a Crystal 
Report when user enter a date: 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As System.Object, ByVal e As 
System.EventArgs) Handles MyBase.Load 
'verifies the visitor has logged in 
If Session("AD_ID") Is Nothing Then 
Response .Redirect("./AdminLogin.aspx") 
End If 
D~ connectionString As String = "" 
'Enter the log on information for your database 
connectionString - "Provider-SOLOLEDB.l;Integrated 
Security-SSPI;Persist Security Info-False;User ID-mokheifung;Initial 
Catalog-HotelDB;Data Source-mok;Workstation 
ID=MOK;Trusted_Connection•Yes" 
'Create and open a connection using the connection string 
adoOleDbConnection - New OleDbConnection(connectionString) 
'Build a SOL statement to query the datasource 
Dim sqlString As String - "" 
sqlString • "SELECT • FROM RoomReservations" 
'Retrieve the data using the SOL statement 
adoOleDbDataAdapter • New 
OleDbDataAdapter(sqlString,adoOleDbConnection) 
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'Create a instance of a Dataset 
DSRR • New DataSet() 
'Fill the dataset with the data with RoomReservation information . 
'The table name used in the Fill method must be identical to the name 
' of the table in the report. 
adoOleDbDataAdapter.Fill(DSRR, "RoomReservations") 
'Pass the dataset to the report 
myReport.Database.Tables(O) . SetDataSource(DSRR) 
If chkUseDates .Checked Then 
CrystalReportViewerl.Visible- True 
Dim DateRange As String 
' Receive parameter from user entry 
DateRange = " {RoomReservations.ArrivalDate} I N #" & txtStartDate .Text & 
"# TO # " & txtEndDate . Text & " #" 
End Sub 
CrystalReportVi ewerl . SelectionFormula = DateRange 
CrystalRepor tViewerl.ReportSource - myReport 
End If 
4. 6 Implementation of 1be System 
This section wiU discuss on the major modules of the system. lt is to take note that these 
major modules comprise of many smaller but equally important in terms of 
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functionality. The module that will be discussed here is the Online Reservation module 
and the Administration module. 
4.6.1 Online Reservatioa Modale 
There are two kind of online reservations can be made by using this system, the first one 
is reservation after choosing the room type preferred and the second one is reservation 
after choosing the package type intended to reserve. 
For both, the procedures of reservation are the same except the first part where customer 
browse through the site to decide whether they are interested in booking the package or 
just the room alone. After decided which type they prefer, they have to enter the arrival 
date and departure date and check the availability. Availability check is done through a 
background process that occurs without the knowledge of the customer. If the room or 
package is available, customer will be lead to a page where customer is required to fill in 
the form before a reservation number is given. 
The database design is essential in this module. Database was designed in a way that 
allows efficient retrieval of information. The database si.:re is kept at its minimum level 
to avoid huge time lag when customer petform availability checks. 
Visual Studio.Net was used to complete this module. Following figures show the 
deployment of the development tool: 
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Figure 4.2 Development of Online Reservation Module (pesign View). 
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Figure 4.3 Development of Online Reservation Module (liTML View) 
4.6.2 Administration Module 
The Administration module was a module, which requires a lot of coding skill and 
concentration. Due to the functional requirement for this module was to be able to 
generate report in run time, therefore Crystal Reports for Visual Studio.Net was used to 
accomplish this task. This application bound at runtime so as to display a specific report 
as a result of some user-driven event such as entering some criteria through text box or 
choosing category from a dropdown box. 
Following figures show the deployment of the development tool: 
Figure 4.4 Development of Administration Module Using Crvstal Reports for Visual 
Studio.Net 
4.6.2.1 Adding New Fwadioa Ia Administration Module 
In order to make this system more all rounded, a new function called Message Board has 
been added to this module, this function is to enable administrator to communicate with 
each other by living message in the message board. Administrator of this system as 
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Chapter Five System Testing 
5.0 Introduction 
System testmg t · a process to ensure entire application running smoothly by testmg 
the integrated system and verify whether the system meets the specified 
requirements. 
Each module and function in the system has been individually tested before being 
integrated together to for the entire system. Therefore, this llotel Management 
Information System has tmdergone several level of testing before it was established. 
5.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing is a process used to verify that software code perfonns adequately and 
correctly implements the system design. Unit testing is to ensure that the stand-alone 
program fixes the bug w1thout side effecting. 
Each and ever) module in the Hotel Management lnformat1on System is tested to 
assure their functtonaltttes. For instance, the Administration module conststs of man} 
units such as report unH: query unit and so forth are tested mdtvtdually to mal-.e sure 
that they are not malfunction 
5.2 Module Testing 
Module testing was carried out to ensure that the codes under the module function 
accordingly when alltu1its of code are integrated. If the error exist in a particular 
module, then the related part of the module that goes wrong can be identify and unit 
testing is used to identify the errors. 
For example, the Online Reservation module of this system was tested as a collection 
of independent procedures and other components like the room availability checking, 
all other different units, which made up this module were tested as a whole to make 
sure that it could successfully enable user to make reservation with hassle free. 
5.3 Integration Testing 
Integration tesung 1s a process of verifying that the system modules work together as 
described in the system and prot:.rram design specifications 
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Once the mlonnauon '" passed among components m accordancl.! \\llh the dt.!!)l~n . 
tesllng of the system to a!>sure that 11 has dcs1red funct1onahl) \\as undcnal..cn 
5.-t System Testing 
As mentioned above. system testing aims to uncover faults rhat rna} e'\.tSt. there are 
several steps m testmg a system. 
5.41 Function Testing 
System testing begins with function testing where as previous resting concentrated on 
components and their interactions, this step ignores system structures and focuses on 
fi.mctionality of the system. 
5.42 Performance Testing 
It is designed to test the runtime perfonnance of the system It occurs through all the 
steps in the testmg process. 
a. Stress Tcsung 
Stress testmg detenmnes whether program fulfilled the reqwrements dcstgncd for it 
and makes sure probrram works even under extreme condillon 
b. Secunty Tcstmg 
Secunry testing verifies protection mechantsm or the system against tmproper 
penetration 
c. Timing Testing 
Timing testing evaluates the requirements dealing with time to respond to a user and 
time to perfonn a function. 
d. Human Factor Testing 
Investigation required dealing with user interfaces of the system. Display screens, 
messages, report formats and other aspect that may relate to ease of use had been 
done. 
5.43 Acceptance Testing 
Acceptance testmg ts a stage of testing whereby the Hotel Management lnfonnation 
System is tested before being accepted by the user for operational use . 
.. \tthts stage, the funcuonaliues of the system are demonstmted to the users and users 
ma) have hands on experience with the actual system 
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\cc~ptance tesung helps reveal the exrsung reqmrement problem!), \\hen the 
function::, provided by the system do not real!) meet the uc;cr's need or rcqurremcnts 
Genc!rall~. user found thrs system very user friendly and easy to use. L sers found the 
room reservation procedure easy to accomplish and the user interface are striking and 
thu!) arouse the user's interest to continue viewing the entire website. 
On the other hand, users found the Administration module can help hotelier access 
the essential infonnation about the hotel with ease. Many users express their interest 
in the generate report function because this function enable user to enter their cntena 
and the results was generated and runtime which means the results are most up to 
date. 
However, nothing is perfect in this world, some users suggest the reservation should 
not be limited to those that own a credit card. As conclusion, users are satisfied with 
the Hotel Management lnfonnatron System. 
SA~ Installation Testing 
The final round of testing involves installing the system at user sites. To begin 
installation testing, configure the system to the user environment is needed Though 
this system is not configure in a real hotel site. I assume this installation testing was 
carried out during configure this system at faculty Thrs test focuses on two factors 
completeness of the installed system and verification of any functional or 
nonfLmctional that may be affected by site conditions 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter explains the details of various testing stages, techniques and method 
used to test the system. This system accomplished five stages of testing and users are 
contented with the system and complimented on the efficient modules and functions 
as well as the attractive user interface of the system. However, suggestions from 
users also taken into consideration to improve this system to meet the user's need in 
future. 
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Chapter Sh. S:ystem Evaluation 
6.0 Introduction 
System evaluatiOn IS the process of 1dentifymg a system· s strengths and lim11at1ons. 
thus. allowing illustration of possible enhancement of the S}Stem m future. 
Therefore, this chapter IS aimed at idenrizy the various problems stand in the way 
during the implementation of the system and to evaluate the system as a whole. 
6.1 Problems Encountered 
6.11 Difficult to Oebug 
ASP. Net can be considered a rather new technology therefore some bugs will appear 
during the system implementation. Some of the bugs required service pack to be 
downloaded to debug, and surfing the Internet to find for solut1on for the bugs was a 
common chores during the system implementation Most of the tunc has spent on 
these chores. Even so. cannot be denied. ASP.Net still a powerful tool and many 
val uable features st ill wait to be explored. 
6.12 Time C'onstrdint 
fime constraint was an obv1ous problem when developmg thts system. Th1s IS due to 
in a few months time. the tasks of system design, implementatiOn, testing has to be 
accomplished. Funhermore, the development tool and language were new to me. 
6.2 System Strengths 
6.2.1 User Friendliness 
In this system, careful designing concepts had been put into designing the interface 
in order to promote user friendliness. The simple but informative design and self 
explanatory navigation links make room reservations and web surfing a breeze. The 
color palettes used to design the interface was chosen carefully in order to make the 
web pages more intelligible and pleasant to the eyes. 
6.2.2 Accurate and Timely Reports 
The Check Availabtlity function enables the web site vtsllors to get up to date 
infom1a11on on the avatlable rooms to provide smooth reservation transactl()nS. fhts 
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lunctton g1ves VISitors the freedom 10 choose their chcd, 111 and chec~ out dates. the 
number of rooms as well as their choices of rooms and pad. ages 
TI1e Admmistraror module on the other hand. prov1des ways for the hotelier to 
acuvel} query and generate most up to date reports with the real time generate repon 
function With the useful infonnation on hand, hotelier able to make good decision on 
their business strategy planning. 
6.2.3 Availability and Convenience 
As a web based applications, this system is available to users 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week. ll1e availability guaranteed unless there are technical problem such as server 
down. As long as the intended users have access the Internet, the system is available 
to all the users around the globe with no national boundaries. 
lnfonnation such as the facilities available, room types, packages and rates, the 
conditions applied and the general infonnation of the hotel can be accessed \\'lth a 
few click away. Simplified room reservation function enable user make a reservation 
hassle free without wasting time, traveling and makmg phone calls. 
I lotelier benefit from the availabi lity and convenience of this web based system 
where they can access to the various data and information anytime, anywhere ru1d 
repons and statistics can be generated instantly. 
6.2.4 Database and Information Security 
As this system is a web based application, considerable attention has been given to 
the security of data and the privacy of the web visitors. To achieve this objective, the 
Login with password function was triggered to protect data from unauthorized 
achieve. 
6.3 System Limitations 
6.3.1 No Electric Payment Method 
AJthough all the visitors that wish to make room bookings must own a credit card, 
there are no fhrther methods that allow the payment to be automatically debited from 
the credit card. However, this system has taken the first step to enable future 
payment enhancement to be implemented. The step taken refers to the automatic 
payment calculation that appears when the visitor fills in the fonn to make room 
reservation The total payment for the reserved rooms 1s shown m the fonn nself 
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I he unavatlabilt(} of the electrontc payment ts a dra\\bad. espectally ~hen web 
based application are concerned 
6.4 Future Enhancements 
6.4.1 Electric Payment Method 
Afflictions can be set up with credit card companies or established banks ro enable 
payment via electronic means. l11is couJd include automatic debit of payments from 
the guests' credit card or bank account. 
llowever, security issues are important criterion when electronic payment methods 
are concerned. A secured and safe system must be created to guarantee hotel guests 
of their privacy and to earn the guests ' confidence. Guests must feel secured with the 
payment system before they are willing to make room reservation online. 
6.4.2 Further Improve System Security 
Though the system was protected by login functton, the security of the 
Admintstration section should be further enhance to protect penetration. 
6.5 Knowledge and Experience Gained 
Started from proposing the project title to plan. develop. implement, test, and final!) 
evaluate the system. I had gamed many valuable expencnce and knowledge. l11e 
entire process had given me the opportunity to further understand and learn the 
various web techniques, programming skills, business operational knowledge. 
Another skill acquired was to put the theoretical knowledge into real life situation. 
Throughout the development of this system, valuable knowledge and experience 
have been acquired. They are: 
a. Chance to learn new programming language. 
b. Chance to practice theoretical knowledge that learnt 
c. Experienced the process of planning, designing, developing and testing a 
system. 
d. Sharpen the skills of report writing 
c. Practicing good time management, pressure handling and work indepently. 
6.6 Summary 
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TlH~ chapter evaluates the llotel Management lnfom1a11on System from d1ftcrcnt 
perspectives It started by stating the problems encountered throughout the 
de\t~lopment and implementation of the system. which mclude the challenges 
leammg ASP.NET. 
The next sectton discusses the strengths and limitations of the system Due to the 
narure of web-based application, the system naturally inherits the benefits of Internet. 
These advantages include borderless achieve with 24 hours availabtlity and 
convenience. Data security and privacy of the visitors is another added strength to 
the system. The weaknesses of the system were due to the unavailability of electronic 
payment module and stronger security. 
Next issue is about the suggestions on the possible future enhancements for the 
system. The purpose of an online web application is to increase it s customer base. 
Tl1t1s. this will require an electronic payment system so that wider range of customer 
can be reached and not limited to customer possessed credit card. 
Finally. the experience and valuable knowledge gained was mentioned 111 the final 
section of this chapter Although good theoretical knowledge is needed as a stan otT 
point. knowledge sharing among friends is also needed. 
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1.0 Introduction 
User Manual 
Chapter One Introduction 
This Hotel Management Information System is a web--based application, which 
designed to manage a room reservation through Internet from users all over the 
world. Tuere are two sections in this system, function of user section as mentioned 
above while administrator section aU ow administrator to generate report at runtime. 
All the function in this system can easily be executed by a simple point and click on 
the available function buttons and links. 
1.1 Objectives of The System 
../ Try to meet the needs of an actual commercial entity . 
../ Enable users to make room reservation via an online application at the 
convenience of their Internet access .For example, it includes an availability 
check function which allows visitors to check the available rooms dunng 
their intended date of stay through the site itself etc 
../ Hoteliers can access two basic actions, which is the password and login 
requirement and manipulation of data. Administrators are able to make 
analysis such as tracking customer preferences from the database and 
generate relevant report that can be further refine quality of the hotel services. 
This is due to managers need summary information from which they can 
analyze trends that affect the hotel operation. They need to find the critical 
factors affecting the success of the hotel, and how best to adjust those factors 
to improve the success of the hotel. 
1.2 Runtime Requirement 
The server side software requirement needed to run this system included: 
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- . Operat1 ng system Microsoft Windows XP /2000 I NT 
Web Server Internet Informatton Server 5.0 
Database Management System Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Preferred Web Browser Internet Explorer 5.0 or above 
. 
Table 1.1 Software Reguirement 
The server side minimum hardware requirement needed to run this system included: 
Computer Processor At least 133 MHz 
Hard Disk Space At least 2Giga Byte of free disk space 
Required RAM At least 128MB RAM·ofmemory . 
Table 1.2 Hardware Regwrement 
1.3 System Installation Procedures 
1.3.1 Web Server Configuration 
1.3.1.1 Creating Virtual Directory 
This system required Internet Information Server to act as web server. Firstly, to set 
up the web server, users have to create 2 virtual directories named hotel home for the 
online reservation module, and Admin for administration module in the web server 
under the root directory lnetpublwwwroot.Ifthe project files are not stored inside the 
root directory, map the virtual directory to the physical directory in the server hard 
drive where all the project file are stored for example D:lhotelhome. 
If user would like to map the virtual directory to the root directory then all the project 
files must be uploaded to the web server root directory. 
1.3.1.2 Set Up Web Server Permissions 
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After the virtual dtrectory has been created, permission must be assigned to the 
newly created directory. The Read. Log VISits and lnde.x th1s resource penntsSion 
should be checked to enable this system to running smoothly. 
Besides, there is a text box near the foot of the Properties dialog, labelled txecute 
Permissions, this specifies what level of program execution is permitted on pages 
contained in this directory. For this selection, E.xecute PermiSSIOns has to be set to 
Scripts Only which means that users can also access any script-based pages, such as 
ASP.NET pages. So if user requests an ASP.NET pages that's contained in this 
directory, the web' server will allow the script to be executed, and for the resulting 
HTMl to be sent to the browser. 
1.4 Demonstration of Creating a VirtuaJ Directory and Setting Up Permissions 
l .Starts Windows Explorer and create a new physical directory named hotel home 
under the Vnetpuh wwwroot directory created by liS on hard drive. 
Figure l. J Create Folder At wwwroot 
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2.Next, start up the US admin tool. Right click on Dejault Weh Sue, and from the 
menu that appears select New ;;- Virh1al Dtrectory. Thts starts the Virtual Directory 
Creation Wizard, which handles the creation of virtual directories and the setting up 
of permissions as welt. A splash screen will be displayed, Click on Next. 
Welcome to the Virtual 
Directory Creation Wizard 
This wizard •Nill help you create a new virtual directory on 
this web site. · 
CJick N eMt to continue. 
~I 
I 
I 
j 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
--~-_.__N_e_x_t )_.....~ Cancel_j 
Figyre 1.2 Virtual Directory Wizard 
3. Type hote/home in the Alias text box; then click Next. 
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Vn t U<il 1>11 ,., tory ( 1 ~c-ttmn Wti"c-trd · · . : ~, 
Virtual Directory Aliaa 
You must r;jve the w~l citectory <!!short n.Yne. Of c!llias. fOf q..ick refetence 
Figure 1.3 Setting Alias for Virtual Directory 
4.Ciick on the Browse . button and select the directory 'lnetpub wwwroot hotelhome 
that created· in Step l. Then click Nex1. 
~ ertuctl De rectory Creation Wizard · · . .- · , :: ~ .·. :· --:';.~ :~~=·{;~ . ·. 1 
Web Site Content Directory . 
Where is the content you w~ to pubbh on the Web site? 
Figure 1.4 Browse Folder in wwwroot 
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S.Make sure that the Read and Run scripts checkboxes arc checked, and that the 
ExecuJe checkbox is empty. Click on Next. and in the subsequent page click on 
Fimsh. 
Vlt ludl D1redory lte dtlon Wuard _ . . . ·_ ·· ~:.;_; 
Accen Penniuions 
What access permissions do you want to set fOf this vitual cirectory? 
Figure 1.5 Setting Permissions 
6. The hotel home virtual directory will appear on the tree in the TIS admin window. 
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Figure I .6 Created Virtual Directory Displayed in liS 
Finally, permissions can be assigned to a new directory as we create it, by using the 
options offered in the Vmual Directory Wizard. Alternatively, it also can be set at 
any time from the TIS admin tool. To do this, right click the hotelhome virtual 
directory in the ITS admin tool, and select Properties. Following dialog will be 
displayed: 
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Figure 1. 7 Setting Properties of Virtual Directory 
1.5 Setting Up The Database 
For those who wish to install this system, all they need to do is to install Microsoft 
SQL Server. After that, they have to create a new database with the name HotelDB. 
While user does not need to create the table one by one, user can run the .sql script 
file which comes with this system in the Query Analyzer. User has to make sure they 
selected the HotelDB database from the dropdown box as shown in Figure 1.8. 
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Nc:dwlrd 
pb. 
lhopl)8 
~ 
ot.cts 
P.l e Corfo,.abon r..-
19 e eu- r.n:~~cnt 
~ G:) On ord T me Funcftonl 
e sa ~o~ ..... r'""""' 
Iii G:JAmJega~eF~ 
rfl (i) Meladata F..-.cllcm 
fJ.t (ill Seariy F.....cilanC 
ql (i):;J Simg F.n:licnt 
Iii ~ s,.._ F~ro~Ctionl 
I!! c:J S)'lllaM S~ F.n:licnt 
9! 0 T M end hnlge F~ro~Ctionl 
IB DRowN~ 
ffi ltl s,.._o .. r,_ 
Figure 1.8 Query Analyzer 
After that open the .sql script file, and then press F5 to execute the query. As shown 
in Figure 1.9. 
~= §~ 
0 lh>p08 0 IJonlp:l) 
eornn- Otltocll 
~ G) Cor19-llian fllldiont 
1!1 fU Cur"" Fllldiont 
1!3 · t:;l O.te end T fill Fllldiont 
e E:l M~ Funel>cll'4 
B:l SIAG~Jeoete FII'IC:tloN 
Iii 6)Motadale Ftlldiono 
Ill c:.s s~r...........,. 
m CJ s~m0 F..-dons 
m 0 Sjlt~em FII>CI!Onl 
Ill CJ s,.._ Stallollcal F lol'oCIJclm 
!B U T ... end hnlge Fllldiont 
(+4 1..J R-
1+' 8 s,_,.o ... r,_ 
CA~5tS (•elect • from dbO •YSO~JCC~8 wne 
P cable [dDO) .[C~ed1CC&rd) 
~··u~ no~ ""leta ( eelacc • ~"- cll>o .ayaOI:Ije~c" 
IIEGI'N 
·CRI:.lTE T.lliLt [dbo) . [CI'edlcCard) ( 
(CCIO) [iDt) IO~TT (1, t ) NOT 
(CC'Type) [varci>U) (SO l CCX.L.lTE 
) ON [PIIIILUlT) 
tND 
Figure 1.9 Execute the Query. 
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If the nothing goes wrong, the sentence The command(s) completed successful will 
be return, which means the table already created within the HotelDB database as 
shown in Figure 1.10. 
~~ = NClf1hwnl ~= Camncn Ob!ec:U 
LJ ~a!o> Ftre!IOnt 
CJC..&e~~F~ 
LJ Ooto <n1 T me F....cbons 
€:) M~ Fo.nc~~ons 
t::J ~eFIIICbont 
EJ MQdela Fll"lOiiono 
Ill D s IICI.I(v FlllChont 
Ql D Slli1g F~s 
Ell CJ Sy•tcm Fundiom 
Q SYttcm StoCISIIcal fl.fldian: 
G.) T eJd <n! lmoon Ftre110nt 
CJRowsee 
U Sy-0ar•l.l'P80 
Figure 1.10 Command Successful 
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Figure 2.1 Hotel Main Page 
Accommodation Page 
The Accommodation hyper) ink will lead user to Accommodation page, which 
possessed the infonnation about the extraordinary parts of the hotel. 
Figure 2.2 Accommodations Page 
Packages Page 
The Package.1 hyperlink will lead user to Packages page, this is the page where user 
can reserved their favourite packages hassle free. Firstly users have to choose the 
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Package Reservation Not Available Page 
If unfonunately, the user-entered date was not available, the following message will 
return, Figure 2.4 will pop up. There is a hyper! ink in this page that enable user to re-
enter another reservation date. 
\••rt~' I!,,. r llt•ltl ,, t• .1 ._~, ul 1, J .. .-11 1 J1.11 '1:1t1' 
~ Accoppodtl!oc bW&!.f 
Qo!ioo Rmrr!!hAA ~ 
Figure 2.4 Reservation Not Available Page 
Online Reservation Page 
The Online Reservation hyperlink was the Online Reservation which almost similar 
to the Package reservation page. The only different, is the user will choose the type 
of room they want to reserve instead of package. Figure 2.5 displayed this page. 
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~ llultrn• U.t•.,t•rv.lhun '1'"0\ hft futrrnt•f ftct,Joltlrt'f" - · ~· ." -:: -..,·. :.~· .·.~ - · 
::>elect Room: jSTIINDIIR.D 3 J 
Arrival Date: yyyy/mm/dd 
Departure Date: yyyy/mm/dd 
Number of Room: 
Number of Adult: 
Number of Children: 
Ftgure 2.5 Room Reservation Page 
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Room Reservation Not Available Page 
If the availability check returns negauve result, the fo!IO\\-tng page ,,.,II be d1 splaycd. 
User can choose to enter another date to make reservation. 
Chdr.llen to t:y -WP wllh otb~ reservation date 
-------1 ~ tiiiiU Ateq!D!II.Odt!is:p ~ • 
OoJwReler!ai!Op ~ ~ 
~ 
Figure 2.6 Reservation Not Available Page 
User Entry Form 
If the availability check returns positive result, then user wiU be directed to the 
following page which require user to fill in the form which includes the user personal 
details and credit card details for guaranteed reservation. 
After user enter all the details and click the Reserve Now button, the textbox at the 
bottom right will show the reservation number. 
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CJJUU,. HM.c!l, t.lt?N a"" "->(111t$ mvaJiln!f for ''<1!1 pku,..-,1111 ur th~.ft>l.tt>t<•m.g 
inF.u•n'nbJ.'n j<1r !JUtDTUii~~d IV'Jel"'1ati on. 
~·N.ami: 
tah:Na'Dt-.: 
luung 
(Tan 
126 Ai&: 
tlnail: ~ll@lhotmail com 
Atldttst? 
'tq·Cod6: 
city: 
g.ah!: 
Telepholl~- t)12-2596:Jl9 
CreditCard'i HoldsiName: 
Credit Cant f,Pe: 
Credit Cm NUmb~ 
Ci'edit.Card~iry.:Date: 
ColiJUJ')': 
fan Li L~ng 
I Maner~ • lJ 
1111111111 111, 111 
1.2004110 
Figure 2.7 User Entry Form 
!Kuala Lumpur 
IKu<ll<~ Lumpur 
If a user tries to abuse the system by not entering the details, the error message wilt 
be displayed. 
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Fus~~llile• 
~Name: 
J\ie: 
i»ail: 
Teleplumtt 
Credit Card'• Hold•r N11111a: 
Credit Card Typa: 
er.dit Card Nuinber: 
Credit Card Expiry Date: 
1: 
I* I· 
I· 
~' ===;---11 * JMaritr em iJ 
~' ===~1-
L-.1 ---~' & 
Aaihst: 
fq_Code: 
CiiT. 
Statit: 
C' 01llltlT-
-. 1: 
1-
I-1-
• Please 6D 10 last llJIIne 
• Please 6D Ill lul name 
• Please fil1111 agt 
• Please 6ll in ema:l addrecs 
• Please fil1111 1dcphcne mmber 
• Pl~a.•e 6D 111 first name 
• Please !il11n addr~s 
• Pleas• !i! in zip t<'de 
• Pleas~ 6:1111 cdy 
• Please fill m state 
• Pie sse fill m country 
• P!e.ue lill111 ctl'dlt cMd number 
• Pleue fill 111 credit c11td el:J>1IY date 
• Ple&$e 6l1 111 cred&l c.ud's holder name 
·r-
Figure 2.8 User Form That Not Completed 
Cancel Reservation Page 
At the bottom of Room Reservation page, there is a Cancel Reservation hyperlink to 
link user to cancel reservation. When the Cancellation page displayed, the user who 
intend to cancel their reservation can do so by entering their reservation number and 
the system will search for their record in database and delete the record. 
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CANCEI..l.ATTON POUCY . C&N:allaliGNo oflutlhaft 7l houn bd'on ru..-...bon diu • • ~·et 1t1 ononiglllroom ~ tbr aad> 
roamboobd 
j~~.~~ ·~~:s:~~:s~~~~;::i<(~~<~-~\: -: .. :;·~::.~i .: :-;~ =;_:~ 
....... ~ ... • - ....... ~.. - • • • • ... 44 •• -· 
• : ;: ·.;: ,_"'.,;r'• •, . :-_.:~;.;:.~::": 
~::.; .. ~~ ;~:~-~ ~f~;~::. -::-~u·:,:~'::'"; .~· .---.:.- .: ... :~ :~::(~~~~~--;~ 
Figure 2.9 Cancellation of Reservation Page 
Location Page 
The L()carion link at the top of the page returns a location and contact details of the 
hotel itself. 
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2.2 Administration Section 
Administrator Login Pa2e 
MALAYSIA 
CENTURY HOTEL KlJALA LUMPUR 
1t9 J.'LAIIICDG!AIIOAII. JPlOO, 
t."lJAl.A LmDIIR 
T t1. ()3.79856321 F WJ3.79856322 
l!ma.l corotury@po ,acog my 
Figure 2.10 Location Page 
For the administration site, as depicted previously was meant to provide information 
instead of raw data to decision maker in the hotel in order to boost the 
accommodation rate of a hotel. This site was only allowed for the authorized 
personnel. therefore hotelier need to entry user name and password in order to login 
successfully. Figure 2.1 I depict this function. 
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Re Edt \~ F.,....-..les Took Ht>lp 
~ -=- .. -: ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ CfTh~ra ~----
J r - = -e 
I ADMINISTRATOR SITE OF 
- -· . -~- - - -
I 
Complete each fleld to enter the site. 
Usn Nun&: 
P.unvord: 
II 
------ ------
Figure 2.11 Administrator Login Page. 
Failed Login Page 
Due to this system was a web-based system~ therefore some Internet surfer might 
accidentally browse to the login page. Even they might attempt to enter the site, the 
system will block them by returning the following message, in Figure 2. 12. 
FAILED! 
T h e user n~e and p-sword you entered were not found. Pleese l"l'\el<e sure you are 
euth.:>rl~ed to view the site. 
Figure 2. 12 Failed to Login Page. 
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Login Success Page 
Figure 2 I 3 shows the success page when authorized personnel logm wtth correct 
user name and password. There are seven hyperlinks in tlus page, wblch wtll link 
user to respected page that will be explained later. 
Aboyt Reservation Regyested OVer Tim~ 
Al&ul Room Types 
/Y1i.loayer Messaae Board 
figure 2.13 Login Succeed Page 
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1. The About Reservation Requested Over Time link will bring user to Figure 2.14. In 
this page. user can enter the start date and end date where the report generatt!d will show 
how many reservations have been requested during thls particular duration of time 
RI!IRYAIIOJI OYIR TIMI 
In tbis page, you em. .. 
·~.· ·ttr· . y· .... ·=-. ~·: ~·:~. . : c :.- u, I. I !, • "!' L tt.l~ l lllL '<.i Tha.W. youl r 
• 
Start Da~ 
EndDate J 
Figure 2.14 Reservation Over Time Page 
Figure 2.15 shows the report generated when user click the button Generate and the 
Menu button will lead user back to success page where user can choose which link 
to browse. 
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Start Datr. j2iil3fi 11 
End na~:e· liirihon Ill 
Reservation Requested/ Arr1va1Date 
, 
r ··-........... -QCIID1IJIZD 
I ::= .. .........., ........... ............ 
ila-4.-b-b..b4 . ... ._ b-._*_._..--b.. b • • .6 :s= 
·-J== 
--~--
--i= 
-e= 
.;..___, 
Figure 2.15 Report Of Reservation Requested Over Time 
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2. About Room Types link will lead user to Figure 2 16. From the dropdodwn box, 
user can choose wruch category of report they want to view. 
IIOOMTYPI 
Plrase ch~Jose from this dropdown box ~ 
Comparison of Room Type 
Stat~dard 
F•mil) 
Oeruxe 
Bridal Surtli 
Laxurv 
Figure 2. 16 Room Type Page 
• 
Figure 2.17 shows the kind of report generated when user select Comparison of 
Room Type from the dropdown box and click the button Generate. 
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ROOMTDI 
'f'.o:·:J '"h~ (\•rnr.ltH~r• ~iW ll(5 <;,··lfl tYJ r~ 1t•}Ur .. ~e: ~.,. ._.1 r,• .. ~S 
J!tfonrJJti~n ..th(-.IJt C.o\!h w·.! ~\1?l.J J00!1 !}(1 ... 
Please chooae &om lbsl dropdown box .!11 
Comparison of Room Type 
Standard 
Famtly 
Deluxe 
Emdal Swte 
Luxury 
Count of Customer I Room 
f uiA------; j ,u---
11 l · ~.-t __ _ 
• 
Figure 2.17 Reoort of Comparison Room Types 
If user chooses subsequent selections, the type of report wi11 be in the same fonnat as 
shown in Figure 2. 18. Jn this example, the Standard room type was chosen. 
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I • L 
J - - · .. \ _1 .: J : ·' 
J • • H - • 
ROGMTYPI 
f l• . - '. - .. " :!.! :!• ; : ...... , . .. 
9·1 01 
19 !OJ 
.l1Dl 
9 ttl} 
"·:.OJ 
IHOJ 
t•>li 01 
8' Ol 
U•,Ol 
18'9 01 
• 1 •lr J 
it?f!j 
Figure 2.18 Report Generated on Standard Room Type. 
- i:l X 
m 
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3. About State will lead user to Figure 2.19, which possess a dropdown box that 
allow user to choose which category ofJWik>rt they prefer. 
In this page, you can. .. 
Please choose the category here 
!TATI 
Companson ofthe Stale 
Browse each state indMduall • 
Figure 2.20 shows the report generated when user select the first category and then 
click the button Generate. 
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!TATI 
In this page, you can. .. 
Pteue choose the cm gory ~ I Cornpanson of the State 
• 
count of Customer/ State 
3J~------------------------~ 
u 
l4 lA-----------
~ l u-----------
~ 
ll j 
-
.Johor 
·-o -
__ ._ 
·-.-... 
·T--
Figure 2.20 Report Generated on Comparison of the State 
Figure 2.21 shows the page that will be displayed when user select Browse eacb 
state individually. In this page, user has to enter state name, which user want to 
know more details about customer details from this state. 
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!TAll 
!Kuala Lumpur 
• 
Figure 2.21 User Specified State Page 
4. About Age link will lead user to Figure 2.22 which will prompt user to enter the 
range of age they want to investigate in the text box . 
•.. viow the couat or cusromor Wl.ta .... b~v the ...... ;rou ente1 • 
Heuo....a..a ........ : 
• 
Figure 2.22 About Age Page 
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Figure 2.23 shows the generated report when user enters the age in the text box and 
then clicks the button Generate. 
A~l 
Please nter -cw Mr.: 
• 
Chart: Count of 
I j ll 
11 u 
A o• 
Figure 2.23 Reoort Generated On User Specified Age 
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5. Figure 2.24 shows the page displayed when user click the About Package link on 
success page. User bas to choose from the dropdown box for the category they want 
the report to be. 
PI~IICI! 
Please choose &om tins dropdown box 
Comparison of I he Packages 
Economy Package 
Famtly Package 
GeliW<ty Package 
Pres1denlial Package 
Figure 2.24 About Pakcage Page 
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Figure 2.25 shows the report generated when user choose the Comparison of tbe 
Packgages and then followed by the on click event on the Generate button. 
PAfKACit 
'JJrw lh~ C¢1'>lpllri<-n arll.;.l\11 ~·•·:~..ilgr> te:{U.:>t~·l 
ml'cm1a!Wn at.,·ut ea h :.11\J ~-.e. o; pd:.a£t 
Please choose from lbs dropdown ~x l compansorr of the Package a 
Sum of Customer I PKkage • 
Figure 2.25 Report Generated On Comparison Of The Packages. 
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Figure 2.26 shows what the report layout when Family Package has been chosen. 
The same kind of report goes to other choices in the selection. 
PAtKACI! 
VICW t!:e Cv!:l): a.-:s•:•:. .UU ,r,.g j. ..... r.~<> !~Q,Uoe:i!t:d 
• u.f"r:!•..Woo ,ol (I.Jt ~~.it 11u<i ev•~l po~ckasc 
Plcue choose &osn lh1J drop<lown box !Family Package 
• 
_02..olll003 
Figure 2.26 Report Generated On Family Package. 
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6. About Credit Card link in the success page will lead user to Figure 2.27. The 
dropdown box returns ~me category of choices to be chosen . 
Please choose a category 
Comparison af credct card 
Master Card 
Vita Card 
Amencan E)(prus 
.!J 
• 
Figure 2.27 About Credit Card 
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Figure 2.28 shows the result of report when user choose the Comparison of Credit 
Card from the dropdown bo" and click Generate button right after. 
fRIDIIfARD 
v.tv; r::~'l'IIJ".:fiS~il tiw lyt.· ~·t ... 1ed:lt ~-"c .. i .:.seJ t·y t.~k·!J&c:"l 
l!lf.>,.n .• !:l'n ~t~·4 t:Uslcn.e-- wbo "•:l'lt. ~~ edi.e<:l fYPC vf cre·.:ltl , ~ d 
• 
Pltue choose a category I Compansor. of ere dol card 
1 ofl - ... crystal•.• 
Count of Customer I Credit Card 
~ ' j 41A----
, ,IA-----
1 ,lA----
Figure 2.28 Report Generated On Comparison Of Credit Card 
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7. Figure 2.29 shows the Manager Message Board link page. User can view other 
message thread through by selecting the title of the thread from the dropdown box. 
~~ 
Figure 2.29 Message Board Before Any Selection 
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7. Figure 2.29 shows the Manager Message Board link page. User can view other 
message thread through by selecting the title of the thread from the dropdown box. 
.d!.12!1 
-~~--=------------------------.. 
r r 1 ~ Loc41 tllranet 
Figure 2.29 Message Board Before Any Selection 
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Figure 2.30 shows the page after a thread has been selected At the top of the page, 
the user can see the name of the thread in title text Then below that. the user sees the 
entire message thread. Each message in the thread is composed of the name of the 
person who entered the message, the date it was entered, and the text of the message. 
Figure 2.30 Message Board Displaying the Existing Thread. 
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When the user wishes to create a new thread, they use the bottom part of this page. 
Here, they enter their name, the title of the message, and the initial text of the thread. 
When the user clicks the Add Thread butto~ their message is added to the database 
and they see it as it is displayed in Figure 2.31 
Figure 2.31 Message Board Page Adding a New Thread. 
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Other users can now view this thread and add their own messages to the thread. This 
is done through the middle section of the page. Here the user just enters their name 
and text of their message. They can see the addition of their text to the thread as 
shown in Figure 2.32. 
I I I ~tocawonet 
Figure 2.32 Message Board After Thread Has Been Updated. 
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s~.r~e co~e for pachace ~~servat~on 
·~@ !:age Languag~ " vb " AutoEventWireut: " .::.aJ..S· " :oaeue:-. .:.:-.-: " ?:::.:::c:g 
~ · tisp:-: . vb " Inheri t.s " ~o~e-homa . PackagP " > 
'%@ Import Namespace="Syscem . Data " %> 
, ~ Import Narnespace="Systern . Data . OLEDB " %> 
~DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC " -//W3C//OTD HTML 4 . 0 Transitional/lEN" > 
-~TML> 
'• 
<HEAD> 
<title>Package</title> 
<script runat- "server"> 
Populate dropdownlist control in page load 
'Jb Page_Load(ByVal Sender as Object , ByVal E as EventArgs) 
If Not IsPostBack then 
Dim DBConn as OleDbConnection 
Dim DBCommand As OleDbDataAdapter 
Dim DSPackageData as New DataSet 
DBConn- New OleDbConnection( " Provider-=SQLOLEDB . l ; :n-cegrd 
~d Security=SSPI ; Persist Security Info=False ; User 
b~mokheifung ; Init~al Catalog=HotelDB; Data Source=mok ; Workstation 
:)=tJIOK; Trustee_ Connection=Yes" ) 
DBCommand = New OleObPalaAdapter. 
( "Select PackaqeiD, PackageName " 
& " From Package " 
& "O,...der 3y PackageName ", DBConn) 
DBCornmand . Fill(DSPackageData , 
" Package" ) 
ddlPackageiD . DaLaSource 
DSPackageData . Tables( " Package" ) . DefaultView 
ddlPackageiD . DataBind() 
pnlMakeReservation.Visible = True 
End If 
!ld Sub 
' Function that triggered when user click the button 
Jb SubmitBtn_Click(Sender As Object , E As EventArgs) 
Dim DBConn as OleDbConnection 
Dim DBCommand As OleDbDataAdapter 
Dim DSRoomAvailable as New DataSet 
Dim DBinsert As New OleDbCommand 
DBConn New OleDbConnection( '' Provider=SQLOLEDB . l ; Integrated 
~cur ·ty=SSPT ; Persist Security Info=False ; User 
)=mokheifung ; Initial Catalog=HotelDB; Data Source=mo~ ; Workstation 
·o MOK ; Tru:te j _Connection=Yes " ) 
DBCommand = Nnw OleDoDalaAdapter _ 
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" -=--~-~-- - _:-;: !:'.comRes8rvationlD) as TheCour r " 
c. " ?:-o:- Roo<~eserva t. i. ons WHERE (Package ID " 
~ ca-~c-·dOeiD . Selecteditem . Value 
& n .:-_ ~ " 
(< " '" & :....:·::A:-rivalDace . text & "' BETWEEN ArrivalDate " 
~ ";,u-;: i:.epa=;:~reDate) OR (PackageiD " 
& dd-?ackageiD . Selectedltem. Value 
& " ) " 
& "AND ( '" & txtDepartureDate . text 
& "' BETWEEN ArrivalDate AND DepartureDate) " 
& "OR (PackageiD = " 
& dd~?acr.ogeiD . Selecteditern . Value 
& " ) AND " 
& " (ArrivalDate BETWEEN '" 
& txt.ArrivalDate . texL & "' AND '" 
& txtDepartureDate . text & "' ) " 
& "OR ( PackageiD = " . 
& ddlPackage:D . Selectedltem.Value 
& " ) ANC " 
& " (DepartureDate BETWEEN '" 
& txtArrivalDate . text & "' AND '" 
& txtDepartureDate . text & "' ) "1 DBConn) 
DBComrnand . Fill(DSRoornAvailable l 
" RoornCou n • " l 
If DSRoornAva·lab_e . Table"' " RoomCoun · " ) . 
Rows(O) . 1tem( "TheCount " ) - 0 Then 
DBinsert . ComrnandText " Insert Into RoomReservacions " 
& '' (PackageiDI ArrivalDate l DepartureDate l NumberOiPa 
-:age 1 " 
Else 
& "NumberOfAdul t 1 NurnberOfChi ldren) Vd 1 •Jes 
& ddlPackageiD . Se~ecteditem . Value & " " 
& "'" & txtArrivalDate . text & "'1 " 
& "'" & txtDepartureDate . text & "' " 
& " ' " & txtNurnberOfPackage . text & "'1 " 
& "'" & txtNurnberOfAdult . text & "'1 " 
& "'" & txtNurnberOfChildren . text & "' ) " 
DBinsert . Connection - DBConn 
DBinsert . Connection . Open 
DBinsert . ExecuteNonQuery() 
Response . Redirect (" userform . aspx" l 
Response . Redirect (" PackageReEnter . aspx " ) 
End If 
pnlMakeReservalion . Visible = False 
·.d Sub 
</script> 
" 
meta conten1 "t.1::..crosoft Vi sua 1 Stud. . ' :::T I . 0 " n 
·:--. "GENERATOR " > 
Pdce ? 
U
ive
sit
y o
f M
ala
ya
~GE " > 
<metc:t conten~ " 1avaScript " itame= " vs :e:e: __ i:.::h::-.: 
<metd con~:en " htto : //schemas . microsof:: . .:om/inte-
isense/ ieS" nam~ " vs_ targetSchema ~' > 
</HEAD> 
<body MS POSITIONING " GridLayout " bgColor " #ffffff " > 
<form id=" Forml " method " post " runat= " server " > 
<LI> 
<asp : HyperLink id " HyperLink7 " st 
tle=-= " Z-INDEX : 117 ; LEFT : 16px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
:36px " runat= " server" Font-Size " X- Smal_ " Font - Bold " True " Naviga 
~eUrl " HotelMainPage . aspx " ForeColor= " Blue" 
:ont-Names=" Times New Roman " >Home</asp : HyperLin k> 
<asp : HyperLink id " HyperLinkS " st 
ile::::: " z-INDEX : 106 ; LEFT : 102px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 136py " runat= " server" Font-Size " X-Small " Font-Bold " True " Naviga 
"eiJrl " Accommodation . asp:-: " ForeColor=" B ..... ue " 
0nt-Names=" Times New Roman " >Accommodation</asp : HyperLink> 
<'asp : HyperLink id-" HyperLink3 " st 
/~e== " Z-INDEX : 104 ; LEFT : 253px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
J6px " runaL= " sf'")r"er" fonr-s· e " X-Srndl " Font - Bold " True " Naviga 
e!Jr " Package . asp.·~ " foreColor " B:!.ue " J:"vn~..-Names ,. ,.....mes t\ew 
'\Cinar, " Packages</ asp : i-lyperLint ..... 
<asp : Hym r ...... ink id- " HyperLink2 " '3t 
!le " Z-INDEX : 103 ; LEFT : 371p)<· ; POSITION : dbsolute ; TOP : 
•35p>. " runat= " server " Font-S' ·e- " X-Small " Font-Bolj " True " Naviga 
eurl "Amenities . aspx " ForeColor= " B-ue " Font -Names= " Times 
•e,, Roman " >Amenities</asp : iyperLinK> 
. <asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLinkl " st 
!le- " Z-INDEX : 102 ; LEFT : 492!=' ·: ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
•35px " runat= " server" Font-Si ze= " X- Small " Font-Bold " True " Naviga ~eUrl " OnlineReservation . aspx " ForeColor " Blue " 
0nt-Names=" Times New Roman " >Online Reservation</asp : HyperLink> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLink4 " st 
lle=== " Z-INDEX : 105 ; LEFT : 664px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
:36px " runat=" server " Font-Size=" X- Small " Font-Bold " True" Naviga 
-eUrl " Location . aspx" ForeColor=" Blue " Font -Names= " Times New ~0rnan " >Location< / dsp : HyperLin k> 
<P></P> 
<P></P> 
~ <asp : panel id=" pnlMakeReservation 
) Style-" Z-INDEX : 101 ; LEFT : 120px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
'36px " runat= " server " Font-Bold " True " Fonl-Size-" Small " fonl-Nam 
~3== "Times New Roman " Heigh t=" 360px" BorderStyle- " None" 
: ictth " 500px " Font -Name- " verdana " BackCol or- " # OOOOC'O " foreCol or=" 
~llow " ><"BR>&nbsp ; &'lbsp ; &nbsp ; S~lect 
_A.CKAGc. : anbsp ; o.r.c. r ; &rmso ; &nr ·p; &nbsr ; 
osp : DropDovl!' >t HJ " ddlPacko::tgE> I' " cuna " c;prver" > 
<asp : ~istitem Val 
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- . -s~: ... :s~_;:err> 
<asp : Listitem Val 
<asp : Listttem Vdl 
-e::::"3" >Getaway Package< I asp : List Item> 
<asp : Listitem Val 
~e::::" 4 ">Presidential Package</ asp : List I tern> 
</asp : DropDownList~ 
:P></P>&nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp ; Arrival Date : &nbsp ; &nbsp ; 
t~sp : TextBox id=" txtArrivalDate " runat="server" Width=" l98px " Col 
lfllns=" 25 " MaxLength="30 "></asp :TextBox> 
'asp : Label id="Label3 " run at=" server" ForeColor="Whi te" >yyyy /mm/d 
1
.:;:/asp : Label> 
'asp : RequiredFieldValidator id=" rfvArri va lDa te " runat=" server" Fo 
nt-Si ze=" 1 Opt" Control ToValida te=" txtArri val Date" 
visplay-" Dynamic" > 
, Arrival Date is Required! 
lasp : Requ~redFieldValidator> 
'asp : CompareValidator id "cvArrivalDale" runat "server" Font-Size 
' " ~Opt " Control ToValida te " t:-~tArri valDa te" Disp ... ay= " Dynamic " 
Perator " DataTypeCheck" Type " Date "> 
Arrival Date must be a date! 
, I asp : CompareValidator> 
P></P>&nbsp ; &nbsp ; &nbsp ; Departure Date : &nbsp ; &nbsp ; 
asp : TexLBox id= "txtDepartur.eDale" runat "server" Columns " 25 " Ma 
Length " 10 "></asp :TextBox> 
asp : Label _;_d- "Label4 " runat "server" ForeColor-"White" >yyyy/mm/d 
~~I asp : La be 1 > 
asp : Requ.i.redFieldValidator id-" rfvDepartu.ceDatt=>" runat " sP.rvPr" 
Ont-Size " 10pt " ControlToValidate=" txtDepartureDate" 
isplay " Dynamic" > 
, Departure Date is Requjred! 
_lasp : RequiredFieldValidator> 
asp : CompareValidator id '' cvDepartureDate" runat="server" Font-Si 
~e"" " lOpt " ControlToValidate="txtDepartureDate" 
Jisplay= " Dynamic" Operator=" DataTypeCheck" Type="Date" > 
Depart Date must be a date! 
, /asp : CompareValidator> 
:P></P>&nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp ; Number of Package wanted : &nbsp ; &nbsp ; 
asp :TextBox id="txtNumberOfPackage " runat="server" Columns=" 25" 
I 
taxLength- " 50"></asp : Text Box> 
:P></P>&nbsp; &nbsp ; &nbsp ; Number of Adult : &nbsp ; &nbsp ; 
asp : 'I'extBox id=" txtNumberOfAdult " runat="server" Columns-"25 " Ma 
~tength " 50 "></asp : TextBox> 
_P></P>&nbsp ; &nbsp ; &nbsp ; Number of Children : &nbsp ; &nbsp ; 
asp : Text Box id="txtNumberOfChi ldren " run at " s~rver" Columns " :? ') " 
'1a:-:Length "50 "></asp : Text Bcx> 
_P></P>&nbsr ; &nbsp ; &nbsp ; 
asp : buttort ij="butOK" nc~.:.ck- " SubmirBtn r· cl " rJnot. "server" F 
n~-NamP.s ""'imes New Romc.tn " Font - Bola " ruo " 1ype "S..Jbmit " 
~Y.t "Check 1\vailabiJity" .></asp : button> 
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?)&nbsp ; </P></asp :panel> 
..... a s p : I rna g e i a= " :;: :rLa g e 2 " s - ~,.:_ e " Z- : 
JEX : 107 ; LEFT : 2px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOF : Op:·: " 
-~nat "server" Width "780px" He~ght:=" l33px " Irrageu~::..= " fi_o : f '/r : \ 
~~cuments and Settings\Administrator\My Documents\My 
·:..ctures \NEWPACKAGEHEADER . jpg " BorderS t y le="Sol id " BorderWidth " ? 
~% " BorderCol or="Black" ></ asp : Image> 
<TABLE id="Tablel " scyle=" Z- INDEX 
: 108 ; LEFT : 378px; WIDTH : 318px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
<lSpx ; HEIGHT : 484px" cellSpacing=" l " cellPadding=" l " width=" 318 " 
bgColor=" #330066 " border=" l " > 
<TR> 
<TD style="WIDTH : 
l51px ; HEIGHT : 24px" align=" left "><STRONG><FONT 
·Olor=" # ffff f f " > Package</ FONT></ STRONG>< /TD> 
<TD style="WIDTH : 
520px; HEIGHT : 24px" align-"middle"><STRONG><FONT 
'~lor= " #ffffff ">Description</FONT></STRONG></TD> 
</TR> 
<"TR> 
:slpx; HEIGHT : 217px" align= " left " > 
<TD style="WIDTH : 
:><FONT color=-" #a9a9a9" ><FONT color " #ffffOO" >Getaway 
~ckage</FONT></FONT><"/STRONG></P> 
<P><STRON 
·><FONT color=" #a9a9a9" ><FONT size- " 2" >(RM 185 Net:t&nb.~r ; 
~r Nighc)<IFONT></FONT><ISTRONG></P, 
~><FONT color "dar kg ray" >&nbsp ; <I FONT><ISTRONG> <P><STRON 
< 
Sp : Image id " ImageS " runat="server" Width=" l36px" 
<nageUrl= " file : I I /F : \Documents and Secti ngs\Administrator\My Docu 
~ents\My Pictures\pack2 . jpg " AlternateText="Getaway Package" 
~~ight=" l28px "></asp : Image><IP> 
<lTD> 
520px; HEIGHT : 217px"> 
<TD style="WIDTH : 
<P> 
:aNT face="verdana " color="darkgray" size=" 2" ><"STRONG><FONT 
ace="Times New Roman " size=" 3"> 
< 
Accommodation in spacious&nbsp; Deluxe 
~~om with daily breakfast , &nbsp ; buffeL 
' 
lunch&nbsp ; for 2 persons</FONT> 
I STRONG>< I FONT> 
:::.<FONT color " #d9a9a9 " size-" 2 " ..... Only cJvailable curing 
P;1oe 5 
<IP> 
<P><STRON 
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</TR> 
<':' ::<.> 
</TO> 
<TO style="WTDTH: 
:slpx" align=" left "> 
<P><STRON 
!><FONT color="darkg ray" ><FONT color=" # ff ffOO ">Presidential. 
~ckage</fONT></FONT></STRONG></P> 
<P><STRON 
><FONT color="darkgray" ><FONT size=" 2 ">(RM 330 Nett&nbsp ; 
·:::: Night) </fONT></fONT></STRONG> 
Sp : rmage id=" Image6" runat="server" Width- "137px" 
< 
~ight "125px" ImageUrl=" file : ///F : \Documents and Settings\Admini 
':rator\My Documents\My Pictures\packl . jpg " 
lternateText=" Presidential Package"></asp : Image></P> 
<P><FONT 
~ce- " verdana " color="darkgray" 
:ze " 2" ><STRONG></STRONG></FONT>&nbsp; </P> 
</TO> 
<TO style="WIDTH : 
<P> 
:,~!T face "verdana " color-"aa rkgray" size " 2 "><STRONG>< FONT 
~Ce="Times New Roman " size " 3" > 
Accommodation in spacious&nbsp; Luzury 
·ite with daily breakfast for 2 persons . </fONT> 
ISTRONG></FONT> 
face- "verdana " color="darkgray" size="2 " ><STRONG><FONT 
I' . 
'ace-"Tlmes New Roman "> (Only 
available during off peak season!) 
~IFONT></STRONG></fONT> 
</TR> 
</TABLE> 
<lTD> 
</P> 
<P><FONT 
</P> 
< 
<TABLE id "Table3 " style=" Z- INDEX 
109; LEFT : 19px ; WIDTH : 330px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
:6px ; HEIGHT : 482px" cellSpacing=" l " cellPadding " l " width=" 330 " 
OgColor-" #330066 " border-" 1" > 
<TR> 
:.; 5p:·. " > .... STRONC>"' FONT 
<TO style= "W:DTH : 
~-or " li • fffff " •PacJ.:c.~ge</FONT ></STRONG>< lTD> 
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<TD><STRONG><FON7 
::olor " #ffffff " >Oescription</FONT></STRONG></TD> 
</":R> 
<TR> 
<TD style- " WIOTH : 
:45px; HEIGHT : 216px " > 
<P><STRON 
-><FONT 
!olor=" # ffffOO " >Economic&nbsp; Package</FONT></STRONG></ P> 
<P><STRON 
:><FONT color " darkgray" ><FONT size=" 2 " > ( RM 110 Nett&nbsp; 
·~r Night)</ FONT></FONT></STRONG> 
< 
!sp : Image id " Image7 " runat= " server " Width= " l37px " 
1~:ight= " 125px " ImagelJrl=" file : I I /F : \Documents and Settings\Admin i 
l:rator\My Documents\My Pictures\pack4 . jpg " 
'ternateText=" Economic Package " ></asp : Image></P> 
</TO> 
<TD style=" HEIGHT 
216px " > 
<P> 
< 
. .., 
-RONG><FONT color= " darkgray" ><FONT .;_dce=" verJaro " 
·~ze= " 2 " ><FONT face= " Times New Roman " size= " 3 " > 
Accommodation 
~&nbsp ; standard room with daily breakfast set lunch for 2 
:;FONT></STRONG> 
persons . </FONT>&nbsp ; </FONT> 
!><FONT color-= " darkgray" ><FONT size=" 2 " > (Only available 
~ring off peak season ! ) </FONT> 
. I FONT>< I STRONG> 
</TR> 
<TR> 
</TD> 
</P> 
<P><STRON 
</P> 
<TO style=" WIDTH : 
l45px" > 
<P><STRON 
)><FONT color " #ffff33 " >Family Package</FONT></STRONG></P> 
· P><STRON 
~><FONT color " darkgray" ><FONT size=" 2 " >(RM 180 Nett&nbsp; 
er Night)</FONT></FONT></STRONG></P> 
<P> 
< 
·Sp : Imdge iJ " ~'Tlage9 " runat- " server" 
='"ageJr " f' ( : ///E' : \..J-.>cuments and Sectings\Adrninistrdtor\My Docu 
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... -.... s 'Jl Pl.c'"ures\ .... -~ '] ......... .. · -~-- -~,.,..,-··-- " =---~ · y L ~c~vr . • ~-- .-._ -::_ .. ::: -:::.-.::.· •• - .o. --. =e:.;·.ace" 
ldth " ] 37p:-: " Heighr= " :.J.Sp.·. " ></asp : :~age>,.... ?> 
<P>&nbsp ; 
~'l'RONG><FONT color="darkgray" >Accommodation in 
~acious&nbsp ; Deluxe roow. with daily 
</'":D> 
<TD> 
breakfast for 2 persons . </FONT></STRONG> 
<P> 
< 
</P> 
<P><STRON 
;><FONT color="darkgray"><FONT size=" 2" > ( 2 children below 12 
~ars old and sharing the 
same rooms with parents are entitled 
ith complimentary breakfast) </FONT></FONT> 
STRONG> 
</TR> 
</TABLE:> 
</TD> 
< 
</P> 
<asp : Imaqe :d " Irragel " style " Z-I 
ll)E:X : 110 ; LFF'T : 728px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 1096px" 
'Unat= " serv~r " w: dth=" 47px " height=" 6lp:-:" :mageUrl="file : I I 1£- : \Do 
Jments dnd Settings\Admir1strator\My Documents\My 
·ctures\rivmaj-ml-h . ~pg " ~</asp : Image> 
<HR style=" FONT-WE:IGHT : bold ; Z-1 
DE:x : 111 ; LEFT : 7px ; WIDTH : 94 . 89% ; COLOR : black ; POSITION : 
Dsolute ; TOP : 1120px ; HEIGHT : 2px" width=" 94 . 89% " SIZE-" 2 " > 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLink21 " s 
Yle= " Z-INDE:X : 112 ; LEFT : 259px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
126px" runat="server" Font-Size="X- Small " NavigateUrl=" HotelMain 
age . aspx " ForeColor=" Blue " 
<>nt-Underline="True ">Home</asp : HyperLink> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLink20" s 
Yle= " Z-INDEX : 113 ; LEFT : 306px; POSITION: absolute ; TOP : 
l26px" runat= "server" Font- Size="X- Small " NavigateUrl="Accommoda 
:i.on . aspx " ForeColor=" Blue" 
<>nt-Underline="True">Accommodation</asp : HyperLink> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLinkl9" s 
Yle= " Z-INDE:X : 114 ; LEF'T : 408px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
126px " runat- "server" Font-Size="X- Small " NavigateUrl=" Package . a 
Px" ForeColor=" Blue" 
ont-Under.line "True">Packages</asp : HyperLink> 
<asp : l1yp~r ink id-" HyperLinkl/ " s 
Yle "Z-INDEX : 115 ; LEFT : 424px ; POSITION : dbsolute ; TOP : 
144p·.- " runat "server" Font-Size-"X- Small " NavigateUrl-" Location . 
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·Sp:-: " :: :::eCvlO!:"=" Blue " 
~o;.c-U:-: erJ .:.::o- "True" >Location< /asp : HyperLi nY..> 
<asp : HyperLink ia-" FiyperLin%6" st: 
{le== " Z-INDEX : 116 ; LEFT : 296p.: ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
l44p:< " runat..., " server" Font-Size="X- Small " NavigateUrl- "OnlineRes 
~tvation . aspx " ForeColor-" Blue" Font- Underline="True" >Onl ine 
~servation</asp : HyperLink> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLink8 " st 
lle==" Z- INDEX : 118 ; LEFT : 472px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 
128px" runat=" server" ForeColor=" Blue" NavigateUrl="Amenities . as 
%" Fon t -Size="X- Small " 
Ont - Underline= "True " >Amenities</asp : HyperLink> 
</body> 
"IHTML> 
</form> 
</LI> 
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'Source code for:- user entr"',: :o~r.. 
'1o@ import namespace "system .data " %> 
'%@ import namespace- "system .data . o::..eao" %> 
'%@ Page Language "vb" AutoEventWireup=" false " Code be hi nd- "userfo 
:t .aspx . vb " Inherits-"hotelhome . userform" %> 
'!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "- / / W3C/ /DTD HTML 4 . 0 Transitional/ /EN "> 
'HTML> 
,, 
<HEAD> 
<tille>userform</title> 
<scripl runat=" server" > 
Populate the dropdownlist control during page load 
Sub Page Load(ByVal Sender as Object , ByVal E as EventArgs) 
If Not Page . IsPostBack Then 
Dim DBConn As OleDbConnection =new OleDbConnection( " Pr 
~ider=SQLOLEDB ; User ID· mokheifung ; Initial 
~talog=HotelDB; Data Source=mok ; Workstation ID=MOK ; Tr.usted Connec 
ion=Yes " ) 
Dim DBCommand as OleDbDataAdapter 
Dim DSPageData as new DataSet 
DBCommand = New O~eDbDataAdapter 
":e ect cc:G, CCType " 
.:.. " From Cred:tCdrd " 
& "Order By CCType", DBConn) 
DB(omm1nd . Fill(DSPageData , 
"Credi LCard " ) 
ddlCCID . DdtaSour:-ce -
DSPageData . Tables( "CreditCard" ) . DefaultView 
ddlCCID . DaLaBind() 
End If 
End Sub 
' Insert customer data into database 
Sub doSignup(Source as Object , E as EventArgs) 
Dim DBConn as OleDbConnection 
Dim DBCommand As OleDbDataAdapter 
' Dim DSCustomer as New DataSet 
Dim DBinsert As New OleDbCommand 
DBConn = New OleDbConnection( " Provider=SQLOLEDB; User ID=m 
kheifung;Initial Catalog-HotelDB; Data 
~urce=mok ; Workstat.i on TD-MOK ; Trusted Connect ion-Yes " ) 
DBCommand - New OleDbDataAdapter 
("Select Count(CusiD) as TheCount " 
& '' From rustomerlnformation WHERE CusiD = ddlCCID . Selecte 
Item . Value ", DBC'onn) 
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J3:~ser•.CommandText " Insert Into Customerinformation " 
& " CCID, E'irstName , LastName , Age , Email , 1el , Address , Z 
.Code,Cicy,State , Country , " 
& " CCHolderName , CCNumber , CCExpDate~ values (" 
& ddlCCID . Selecteditem .Value & ", " 
& "'" & txtFirstName . text & "', " 
& "'" & txtLastName . text & "', " 
& " ' " & txtAge . text & II I " I 
& " ' " & txtEmail . text & n I " 
' 
& " t " & txtTelephone . text & n I 
& "'" & txtAddress . text & n I 
' 
& " ' " & txtZipCode . Lext & II I 
' & .. ,, & txtCity . te:xt & II I II I 
& " ' " & txtState . text & n I II I 
& " ' " & txtCountry . text & II I 
' 
& " ' " & txtCCHolderName . te:xt & 
& " ' " & txtCCNumber . text & Ill 
& "'" & t:xtCCE:xpiryDate . texL 
DBinsert . Connection - DBConn 
DBinsert . Connection . Open 
DBinsert . ExecuteNonQuery() 
I 
& 
'Display the customer reservation number 
TextBox4 . Text = GetEditionNumber{) 
End Sub 
Function GetEditionNumber() 
" 
' 
" 
" 
" 
" ' 
" 
.. ' ) " 
" 
~ 
Dim conn As OleDBConnection =New OleDbConnection( " Provid 
~~SQLOLEDB ; User ID mokheifung ; Initial Catalog=Hote~DB; Data 
>urce=mok ; Workstation ID=MOK ; Trusted_Connection=Yes " ) 
Dim cmd As OleDbConunand - Nevi OleDbCorrunand {"SELECT MAX ( Ro 
1ReservalioniD) from RoomReservations ", conn) 
Dim workParam As OleDbParameter 
conn . Open () 
cmd . ExecuteScalar() 
workParam = cmd . Parameters .Add(New OleDbParameter( " @RoomR 
·ervationiD"I OleDbType . Integer , 4)) 
workParam . Direction = PdrameterDirection . Output 
Dim id As String 
conn . Close {) 
Return id 
End E'unc;:ion 
cmd . ExecuteScalar 
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</script> 
<:meta name= "GSNE!<..!".:'OR" -on:.e;:- -= '"·:.:.-rose:: ·::s·:-::_ 
Udio . NET 7.0" > 
<meta name="COOE LA.."'JGUA :s" :o:n:.e!:t:="V.:.sua l Bas- c 
0"> 
<meta name= "vs_defaultClientScript " cont:ent.=" java 
tipt " > 
<meta name="vs targetSchema " content="http : f/sche 
s.microsoft . com/intellisense/ieS"> 
</HEAD> 
<body MS_POSITIONING="GridLayout " bgColor=" #OOOOOO " > 
<form id=" Forml " method "post " runat="server"> 
<asp : image id=" Imagel " style=" Z- INDEX : 10 
LEFT : Opx ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : Opx" runat="server" 
tderWidth="2px" BorderColor-" Black" BorderStyle="Solid" ImageUr 
"file : ///C : \My Documents\My Pictures\new header online 
servation . jpg " Height=" l33px" Width-"780px"></asp : image> 
<asp : Button id-"Buttonl " style-" Z-INDEX : 
9; LEFT : 324px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 579px " . 
Click="doSignup" runat- "server" Text " Reserve Now! "></asp : Butto 
<asp : Label id=":abell4 " style=" Z-INDEX : 1 
; LEFT : llp.~<·; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 682px" 
nat="server" Width-=" 507px" Font-Bold "True " ForeColor=" nEOEOEO " 
ackColor=" Blue" >Pledse remember your Reservation Number 
r reference later , thank you!</asp : Lobel> 
<asp : l.:lb€' 1 id- " • .Jbe12 " .-tyle=" Z-INDEX : 13 
LEFT : 36p:x· ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 495px" 
nat "server" Font - Bold "True" foreColor- "Blue" BackColor=" ffEOEO 
">Credit Card Number : </asp : label> 
<asp : l.Jbe:: !d "LdbellB " style= "Z-INDEX : _ 
; LEFT : 36px ; POSITION : abso . ute ; TOP : 519p> " 
nat "server" Font- Bold "True" ForeColor- "Blue " BackColor "#EOEO 
">Credit Card Expiry Date : </asp : label> 
<asp : label id="Labell " style=" Z-INDEX : 13 
LEFT : 36px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 423px" 
nat="server" Font- Bold= "True" ForeColor="White " Font-Underline= 
rue">Credit Card Information</asp : label> 
<asp : label id-"Label16" style=" Z-INDEX : 1 
; LEFT : 36px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 447px" 
.nat= "server" Font - Bold "True" ForeColor- "Blue" BackColor " #EOEO 
">Credit Card ' s Holder Name : </asp : label> 
<asp : label id="Label17 " style=" Z- INDEX : 1 
; LEFT : 36px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 471px" 
-nat "server" Height "14px" w idt h-" 14lpx" Fon t-Bold="True" Foree 
or=" Blue" BackColor=" #EOEOEO ">Credit Card 
pe : </asp : labe1> 
<asp : Label id "Label3" style=" Z-INDEX : 12 
LEFT : 48px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 272px" 
•nat " server" BorderColor=" #EOEOEO " Pont.-Bc. ... -:1 " frue " EoreColor " 
uc " BackColor " #EOEOEO ">f'irst Narne : </asp : LabE; ... > 
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<asp : Label id="Label4 " style= " Z-INDEX : 10 
SF'':' : ~3p:-:; POSITION : abso ute ; TOP: 296px" 
r " serve::- " Bord~=>rCo .... or=" if~-OEOE.O " f'ont - Bo.d="True" f'oreColor " 
" BackColor-" #EOEOEO " >Last Name : </asp : Label> 
<aso : Label id="Label6" style "Z- INDEX : 11 
EFT : 48px ; POS::::TION : absolute ; TOP : 320px" 
t="server" BorderColor=" #COEOEO " Font - Bold="True" ForeColor " 
·" BackColor=" #EOEOEO " >Age : </asp : Label> 
<asp : Label id="LabelS " style-" Z-INDEX : 11 
.EFT : 48px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 344px" 
tt="server" BorderColor=" #EOEOEO " Font-Bold= "True" ForeColor- " 
! " BackColor=" #EOEOEO " >Email : </asp:Label> 
<asp : Label id="Label8 " style=" Z- INDEX : 11 
,EFT : 4 8px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 368px" 
tt="server" BorderColor=" UEOEOEO " Width="88px" Fonl -Bold="True 
>reColor=" Blue" BackColor-" #EOEOEO ">Telephone</asp : Label> 
<asp : Label id="Label12 " style " Z-INDEX : 1 
LEFT : 432px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 272px" 
~t= " server " Font-Bold "True " ForeColor=" Blue" BackColor " #EOEO 
>Address : </asp : Label> 
<...asp : Label id-"Label9" style " Z- INDEX : 11 
.. Ef'T : 432px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 296px" 
:il="server" Height=" l8px" Width "96px" f'ont - Bold="True" f'oreCo 
=" Blue " BackColor=" #EOEOEO ">Zip Code : </asp : Label> 
<asp : Label id="Labelll " style=" Z-INDEX : 1 
LEFT : 432px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 320px " 
3t "server" font-Bold "True " ForeCo 1 r= "Blue " BackColor " #EOEO 
>City : </asp : Label> 
<asp : Label id- "LabellO" style "Z-INDEX : 1 
LEFT : 432px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 344px" 
3t="server" Font-Bold="True" ForeColor=" Blue" BackColor " #EOEO 
>State : </asp : Label> 
<asp : Label id- "Label13 " style-" Z-INDEX : l 
LEFT : 432px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 368px " 
at-"server" Font-Bold="True" ForeColor=" Blue " BackColor "1fEOEO 
>Country : </asp : Label> 
<asp : label id="Label19 " style- " Z-INDEX : 1 
LEFT : 160px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 184px" 
aL="server" Font-Bold="True" ForeColor=" #COCOOO " Font-Size-" Sm 
" Font-Italic="True" > to Century Hotel , there are rooms 
iting for you , please fill in the following information for gu 
nteed reservation . </asp : label> 
<asp : hyperlink id=" HyperLink6" style="Z-I 
X: 107 ; LEFT : 17px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 139px" 
at "server" Font-Size "X-Small " NavigateUrl= "HotelMainPage . asp 
Font-Bold="True" ForeColor "Blue" >Home</asp : hyperl:nk> 
<asp : hyperlink id= " HyperLink5 " style="Z-I 
X: 105 ; LEFT : 106px ; POSITION : :ibsoJute ; TOP : 140px " 
at "server" Font-Size "X-Small " Navigateur_="Accornmouation . asp 
Font-Bold="True " 
·eColor "Blue '' ..>Accornmodat ion</ asp : hyperlink> 
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<asp : hyperlink id="HyperLink3" Sti'le- "7-1 
;DEX : 103 ; LEFT : 257p:··; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : l40px " 
nat- "server" Font-S ze="X-Srndl: " Naviga:.e··~l=" Pac:(age . aspx " Fo:~ 
-Bold="True" ForeColor=" Blue " '>Package</asp : hyperlink> 
<asp : hyperlink id=" HyperLink2 " style="Z-I 
IDE:X : 102 ; LEFT : 369px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 139px" 
unat-"server" Font-Size="X-Srnall " NavigateUrl "Amenities . aspx" F 
nt-Bold="True" ForeColor=" Blue">Amenities</asp : hyperlink> 
<asp : hyperlink id=" HyperLink1" style=" Z- I 
~EX : 101 ; LEFT : 490px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 139px " 
tunat="server" Font-Size="X-Small " NavigateUrl "OnlineReservation 
aspx " Font-Bold="True" ForeColor="Blue">Online 
keservation</asp : hyperlink> 
<asp : hyperlink id=" HyperLink4 " style="Z-I 
DEX : 104 ; LEFT : 661px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 140px" 
Unat="server" Font-SL:e="X-Srnall " NavigateUrl "Location . aspx" Fo 
t-Bold="True" ForeColor="Blue">Location</asp : hyperlink> 
<asp :TextBox ia " txtF:rstName" style=" Z- I 
DEX : 122 ; LEFT : 144px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 272px" . 
tunat "server" BorderWidth="2px " BorderColor- " Blue " BorderStyle=" 
lnset "></asp : TextBox> 
<asp :'.!.'extBox io " txrLastName" style="Z-IN 
EX : 123 ; LEFT : 144px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 296px" 
tuna t=" server" BorderW idth=" 2p .... " Borde r.Color '' Blue" BorderSty 1 e " 
lnset "></asp : Text Box> 
<aso : TextBox : ::i " · ::tAQf " style " l-INDEX : 
l24 ; LEFT : 14 4p:<; POSIT .:ON : absolute ; TOP : 320px" 
tunat "server" BorderWidth=" 2px" BorderColor=" Blue " BorderStyle " 
tnset "></asp :TextBox> 
<asp : '":'extBox ij " txtF:rnail " style " Z- INDEX 
: 125 ; LEFT : 144px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 344px" 
tunat- "server" BorderWidth="2p." BordcrCo:!..or "Blue" BorderStyle=" 
lnset "></asp : Text Box> 
<asp : TextBox id=" txtTelephone " slyle-" Z- 1 
~DEX : 126; LEFT : 144px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 368px" 
unat="server" BorderWidth=" 2px " BorderColor=" Blue" BorderStyle=" 
lnset "></asp : Text Box> 
<asp : TextBox id-" txtAddress" style=" Z-IND 
~X : 127 ; LEFT : 544px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 272px " 
tunat- "server" BorderWidth=" 2px" BorderColor=" Blue " BorderStyle " 
lnset "></asp :TextBox> 
<asp :TextBox id-" txtZipCode " style=" Z-IND 
tX : 128 ; LEFT : 544px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 296px" 
tunat- "server" BorderWidth= "2px " BorderColor-"Blue" BorderStyle " 
lnset "></asp :TextBox> 
<asp : 'T'extBox i:J- " lxtCity" style=" Z-INDEX : 
129 ; LEFT : 544px; POSITION: absolute ; TOP : 3/0px" 
tunal " servr.:.r " BorderWidlh= "2px" BorderColor=" Blue " Border-Style=" 
Tnset "></asp : TextBo:x> 
<asp :TextBox ·:3 " tztStatP " style=" Z-INDEX 
: 130 ; LEFT : 544px; POSITION : absolutP; TOP : 344px " 
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~nat- " server" 3orde~';\.ic~!:= " 2p:-: " 8o!:"aerColor " Blue" Border.Style=" 
nset "></asp : ':'e:~t:Bcx> 
· asp : Te:-:i:Box io="t:xtCountry" style " Z-IND 
·X : 131; LEFT : 544ox ; POSITION: absolute ; TOP : 368px" 
~na ... - "server" BorderWidth=" 2px" BorderColor " Blue" BorderStyle " 
nset "></asp :TextBox> 
<asp :TextBox id=" txtCCHolderName" style=" 
'INDEX : 134 ; LEFT : 236px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 447px" 
'.Jnat="server" BorderColor="Blue"></asp : Text Box> 
<asp :TextBox id=" txtCCNumber" style=" Z- IN 
EX : 135 ; LEFT : 236px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 495px" 
tunat= "server" BorderColor=" Blue "></asp : Text Box> 
<asp : ':'extBox id=" txtCCExpiryDate " style=" 
l-INDEX : 136 ; LEFT : 236px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 519px " 
Unat="server" BorderColor= "Blue"></asp : TextBox> 
<asp : DropDownList id "ddlCCID" style="Z-I 
DEX : 137 ; LEFT : 236px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 4 71px" 
Unat="server" Font-Bold-"True" Font-Names-"Times New Roman " Back 
Olor="Lavender" > 
<asp : Listitem Value- "1" >Master Ca 
~</asp : Listitem> 
<asp :Listitem Value "2">Visa Card 
/asp :Listitem> 
<asp : Listitem Value="3" >Arnerican 
' %press</asp :ListTtem> 
~/asp : DropDownList> 
<asp :TextBox id-"TeYtBox4 " style " Z.-INDEX 
: 140; LEFT : 540px; POSI~ION : absolutn ; TOP : 677px " 
unat- "server" Width="56px"></asp :TextBox> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLinklO " slyle=" Z-
NDEX : 141 ; LEFT : 256px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 736px" 
~'unal= " server " Font-Size "X- Small " NavigateUrl=" HotelMainPage . asp 
'' ForeColor=" Blue" 
f'on t-Underl ine="True ">Home</ asp : HyperLin k> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLink8 " style=" Z-1 
IDEX : 142 ; LEFT : 408px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 736px" 
tunat="server" Font-Size="X- Small" NavigateUrl=" Package . aspx" For 
t!Color="Blue " Font-Underline="True ">Packages</asp : HyperLink> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLinkl1 " sLyle=" Z-
h-TDEX : 14 3 ; LEFT : 384px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 752px" 
tunat="server" Font-Size "X- Small" NavigateUrl="Location . aspx" Fo 
tecol or=" Blue" 
E'ont-Underline="True">Location</asp : HyperLink> 
<asp : HyperLink id=" HyperLink7 " style-"Z-I 
~DEX : 144 ; LEFT : 304px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 736px" 
tunat-"server" Font-Size-"X- Small " NavigateUrl="Accommodation . asp 
lo: " F'oreColor- "Blue" 
f'vnt-Underline= "True" >Accommodation</asp : HyperLink ... 
<asp : HyperLink id=" llyperLink9" sLyle=" Z-J 
lDEX: 145 ; ... EFT : 272px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 752px " 
tunat "servP.r" Font-Size "X-Small " NavigatPUrl "OnlineReservation 
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aspx " ForeColor "Blue " Font-Underline="True" >Online 
~servation</asp : HyperLink> 
<HR style=" rONT-WEIGHT : bolo; Z-INDEX : :4 
; LEFT : 8px ; WIDTH : 94 . 7% ; COLOR : black; POSITION : 
Osolute ; TOP : 736px ; HEIGHT : 2px" width=" 94 . 7% " SIZE="2" > 
<asp : Image id=" Image3" style=" Z-INDEX : 14 
; LEFT : 728px; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 704px" 
unat="server" ImageUrl=" file : ///F : \Documents and Settings\'Admini 
trator\My Documents \My Pictures\ri vmaj - ml-h . j pg " 
eight=" 6lpx" Width " 47px"></asp : Image> 
<asp :ValidationSummary id "ValidationSumm 
:tyl " style=" Z-INDEX : 148 ; LEFT : 490px ; POSITION : absolute ; 
OP : 398px" runat="server"></asp : ValidationSummary> 
<asp : RequiredfieldValidator id "Requiredf 
eldValidator1 " style=" Z-INDEX : 149 ; LEFT : 304px ; POSITION : 
·bsolute ; TOP : 304px" runat="server" ErrorMessage " Please fill in 
last name " ControlToValidate=" txtLastName" 
isplay=" Dynamic">*</asp : RequiredFieldValidator> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidator id="Requiredf 
eldValidator2 " style " Z-INDEX : 150 ; LEFT : 304px; POSITION : 
bsolute ; TOP : 328px " runat="server" ErrorMessage=" Please fill in 
age ." ControlToValidate=" txtAge " 
isplay=" Dynamic ">*</asp : RequiredFie:ctvalidator> 
<asp : RequiredfieldValida .... or id="Requiredf 
~ldValidator3 " style-" Z-INDEX : 151 ; LEFT : 304p·.: ; rOSITION : 
1bsolute ; TOP : 344px" runat="server" ErrorMessag~ " I' ease fill in 
~mail address ." 
·OntrolToValidate " txtEmail ">*</asp : RequiredFieldValido· ( r> 
<asp : RequiredfieldValidaror id "RequiredF 
·~ldValidator4 " style-" Z-INDEX : 152 ; LEFT : 304px ; POSITION : 
lbsolute ; TOP : 368px" runat=" server" ErrorMessagE' " Please fill in 
telephone number " ControlToValidate=" txtTelephone" 
)isplay= " Dynamic" >*</ asp : RequiredFieldValidator> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidator id "RequiredF 
·eldValidator5" style-" Z-INDEX : 153 ; LEFT : 304px ; POSITION : 
tbsolute ; TOP : 28 Opx" runat=" server" ErrorMessage "Please fill in 
first name ." ControlToValidate=" txtFirstName " 
'isplay=" Dynamic">*</asp : RequiredFieldValidator> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidator id- "RequiredF 
eldValidator6" style " Z-INDEX : 154 ; LEFT : 704px ; POSITION : 
bsolute ; TOP : 280px" runat="server" ErrorMessage " Please fill in 
address " ControlToValidate=" txtAddress " 
'isplay="Dynamic ">* </asp : RequiredFieldValidator> 
<asp : RequiredFieldVa.!..idator id="Requiredf 
eldValidator7 " styl~- "Z-INDEX : 157 ; LEFT : 704px ; POSITION : 
bsolute ; TOP : 304px " runat- "server" Width="8px" ErrorMessage "Pl 
ase fill in zip code" ControlToValidate-" txtZipCode " 
isplay=" Dynamic ">'</asp : RequiredFieldValidator> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidutor id "RequiredF 
eldValidator8 " style "Z-INDEX : 158 ; LEFT : 704px ; POSITION : 
bsolute ; TOP : 328px " runat="server" ErrorMessage " Please fill in 
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'i r y" .:l. '1 ': roll'oVa l ida te=" ~xtC :_ ~ y " 
:splay " ::>ynamic" >* <I asp : Reql;i!."ed~:.e:.:::va l ida to!."> 
<asp : rtequired.i:ieJ.d· ... a:idator id-" Requ i redf 
~ldVal ida tor9" style=" Z- INDEX 159 ; LEFT : 7 04px ; POSITION : 
bsolute ; TOP : 352px" runat "server" ErrorMessage="Please fill in 
State" Control ToVa l idate " txtSta t e " 
iSplay " Dynamic" >* <I asp : RequiredfieldVa lidator> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidator id="ReqoiredF 
~ldVa1idatorl0 " style=" Z- INDEX : 160; LEFT : 704px; POSITION : 
:>solute ; TOP : 368rx" runat="server " ErrorMessage=" Please fill in 
~ountry" ControlToValidate " txtCountry" 
isplay " Dynamic" >*</ asp : RequiredFieldVal ida tor> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidator id=" RequiredF 
~ldVal idatorll " style=" Z- INDEX : 161 ; LEfT : 396px ; POSITION : 
·bsolute ; TOP : 503px" run at- " server" ErrorMessage=" Please fi 11 in 
Credit card number" ControlToValidate=" txtCCNumbe r " 
·isplay " Dynamic">*</ asp : RequiredFieldVal ida tor> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidator id="RequiredF 
~ldValidator12 " style=" Z-INDEX : 162 ; LEFT : 396px; POSITION : 
()solute ; TOP : 527px" runat "server" ErrorMessage=" Please fill in 
;::redit cara expiry date" 
ntrolToValidate=" txtCCExpiryDate" Display "Dynamic">*</asp : Requ 
redfieldValidator> 
<asp : RequiredFieldValidator id="RequiredF 
eldValidator13 " style=" Z-INDEX : 163 ; LEFT : 396px; POSITION : 
10solute ; TOP : 447px" runaL "server" ErrorMessage- "Please fill in 
redit card ' s holder name " 
ntrolToValidate=" txtCCHolderName " Display " Dynamic">*</asp : Requ 
tedFieldValidator> 
<asp : Label id= "Label7 " style=" l-INDEX : 16 
; LEFT : 40px ; POSITION : absolute ; TOP : 184px" 
mat="server" Font- Size="X-Large " Font-Bold~ "True " ForeColor "Re 
'' Font -Names="Perpetua " BackColor=" Black" 
Ont-Italic="True" >Welcome</asp : Label> 
</form> 
</body> 
;/HTML> 
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'Source code for Administration Module-Generate report 
~ports CrystalDecisions . CrystalReports . Engine 
·s~ared library used for database logon and passing datasets 
mports CrystalDecisions . Shared 
' :hese libraries used for database connection and dataset creati 
n 
~ports System . Data 
·!llports System . Data . OleDb 
~Ports CrystalDecisions .Web . Design 
lUblic Class WebForm3 
Inherits System . Web . UI . Page 
Dim crReportDocument As New Crysta1Report3() 
1 1 Use Dataset object to pass data into report using dataset 
Dim OSAge As DataSet 
1 
I Use adoOleDbConnection to connect to the SQL database 
Dim adoOleDbConnection As OleDbConnection 
Dim adoOleDbDataAdapter As OleDbDataAdapter 
Protected WithEvents TextBoxl As System .Web . UI . WebControls . Te 
tBox 
Protected WithEvents Labell As System . Web . UI . WebControls . Labe 
Protected WithEvents Label2 As System . Web . UI . WebContro_s . ~abe 
Protected WithEvents Panell As SysLem . Web . Ul . WebControls . Pane 
Protected WithEvents Label3 As System . Web . UI . WebControls . Labe 
Protected WithEvents ImageButtonl As System . Web . UI . WebControl 
i . ImageButton 
Protected WithEvents ImageButton2 As System . W@b . UI . WebControl 
. rmageButton 
Protected WithEvents Label4 As System . Web.UI . WebControls.Labe 
Protected WithEvents CrystalReportViewer3 As CrystalDecisions 
Web . CrystalReportViewer 
Region " Web Form Designer Generated Code " 
' This call is required by the Web Form Designer . 
<System. Diagnostics . DebuggerStepThrough()> Private Sub Initia 
izeComponent () 
End Sub 
Private Sub Page Init(ByVal sender As System . Object , ByVal e 
s System . EventArgs) - Handles MyBase . Init 
1 CODEGEN : This method call is required by the Web Form De 
igner 
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' Do not modify it using che code editor . 
InitializeComponent() 
End Sub 
nd Region 
Private Sub Page_Load(ByVal sender As System . Object , ByVal e 
System . EventArgs) Handles MyBase . Load 
'' check the user authenti~ation 
If Session( "AD ID" ) Is Nothing Then 
Response~Redirect( ". /AdminLogin . aspx " ) 
End If 
Panell . Visible = False 
' Put user code to initialize the page here 
Dim connectionString As String - "" 
'' Enter the log on information for your database 
connectionString = " Provider=SQLOLEDB . l ; Integrated Securi 
~ssPI ; Persist Security Info False ; User 
~mokheifung ; Initial Catalog HotelDB; Data Source=mok ; Workstation 
D=MOK ; Trusted Connection=Yes " 
'' Create and open a connection using the connection strin 
adoOleDbConnection =New OleDbConnection(connectionString 
'' Build a SQL statement to query the datasource 
Dim sqlString As String = "" 
sqlString "SELECT CusiD, Age FROM Customerinformation " 
'' Retrieve the data using the SQL statement 
adoOleDbDataAdapter - New OleDbDataAdapter(sqlString, ado 
eDbConnection) 
'' Create a instance of a Dataset 
OSAge= New DataSet() 
'' rill the dataset with the data with author information . 
'' The table name used in the Fill method must be identica 
to the name 
'' of the table in the report . 
adoOleDbDataAdapter . rill(DSAge , "Customerinformation " ) 
'' Pass the dataset to the report 
cr.ReportDocument . Database . Tables(O) . SetDataSource(DSAge) 
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'· ~iew t~e report 
Dim paramFields As CrystalDecisions . Shared . ParameterField 
Dim pararnField As CrystalDecisions . Shared . Pa rameterField 
Dim discreteVal As CrystalDecisions . Shared . PararneterDiscr 
-eValue 
paramFields =New CrystalDecisions . Shared . ParameterFields 
paramField =New CrystalDecisions . Shared . ParameterField() 
pararnField . PararneterFieldName = "paramAge " 
discreteVal =New CrystalDecisions . Shared . ParameterDiscre 
Value () 
discreteVal .Value = TextBoxl . Text 
paramField . CurrentValues . Add(discreteVal) 
paramFields . Add(paramField) 
CrystalReportViewer3 . ParameterFieldinfo- paramFields 
CrystalReportViewer3 . ReportSource = crReportDocument 
End Sub 
Private Sub Buttonl_Click(ByVal sender As System .Object , ByVa 
e As System . EventArgs) 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButtonl_Click(ByVal sender As Systern . Object , 
yVal e As System .Web . UI . ImageClickEventArgs) Handles 
ageButtonl .Click 
Panell . Visible =True 
End Sub 
Private Sub ImageButton2 Click(ByVal sender As System . Object , 
yVal e As System . Web . UI . ImageClickEventArgs) Handles 
ageButton2 . Click 
Response . Redirect ("success login . aspx" ) 
End Sub -
d C ... ass 
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